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Maj. Genet Offered a Fee To Prosecute
Slayer of Will Southall.
The reLstivea of young Will Seartitel.
wuo wss stew and killed by Pet Clardy
to Motosiousery mother, Tenn., on July
27th, bait* offered M Jarmo B. Gas-
nee*, of this place, a fee situates in the
preeecution of ilerdy. Tbs. else is set
for tree at (2Iso It-vele, Fenn , in Feb-
ruary. Mjlia mei has nor y.-s (Meld.
• I whether he iAl.; loci-pt the proposi-
tion. The fat t met the case %%1,1 coins
up for trial et tee Mn. the frigg Cir.
Oust 00Ort is in pe,slon is one rear"on
why iriij'fitstru..tt may. not tgree to go




Two ievelatlestry petitions in beet-
ruptcy were Led IL the Ulated Statee
Court at Owensberm Out, of them was,
lied by klerabeim Brea., Pfeifen Bros.,
M Wee,' & tie , and the Ashton Dis-
tillery Oo , uf Letdsville. attains; .1. A.
Fowler, oft Ilientop Tbe other was
filed by kiceardooe & Co., of Northville,
who ask that W. D D Brunet:eh, of
Trenton, be adj edge,: a beekrupt.
FACTS AbOUT CROPS,
the highosi aversg-i pri *is f o wheat
any y'sr 00 rentird w iy 14,19 in 18106:
when 161 999, 906 ou,hele were relied
as 14.424.496 sores and the crop value
was estimated at $3.18,773,616 In 1891
the largess crop on record, 611,780,000
bushels, were raised on 89 916,897 acres
of laud and brought ea average of 83 9
cents a bushel. or $513 472 711.
Ourn hr. tuttit 40 (auto a bushel in
1891, and there was over two billion
beetle's, of it retried in the United States,
as large a crop mi is recerded, with the
,xception of 1889 and 1895, which were
abort, the same. Is 1879 corn brought
26 cents and in 1895 may 26 cents.
In 1867 potatoes sold for 91 cents a
bushel, and in 189 for 26 ciente. The
former year there were about 98.000,000
bushels raised, iii iii 18e5 there were
180,0U0 000 More poratosse were raised
in 1886 than any year on record.
The Ueited Sales raisers 8.5 per tent.
Of the cotton of the weeds
TO WED THIS MONTH.
_
Cards arson; aliouncitig the wed.
ding for Dec-esio-r le of Yr J. A. Ste-
ger. of Prinmstou. and Mies Berets
Lorw, of Middlesiown. Ky. Mr. Steger
is a menther of toe firm of Steger &
Dollard , Iobco reha.J1ere.
..•••••01.
FATTEN THEIR SCORE.
The S. W. P U team defeated the
Seams from Sesta Kentucky Oollege,
Hopkinsville, yesterday by a snore of 83
too Toe slots does not 'show the
streegth sod ability of the Hopkiusville
boys. as they at tip a good manor The
bairrecluai wore was especially good,
the tackling of some of S. K. 0. boy.
being equal to ell over dcne on the 8.
W. P U campus. The work of the
Seam is shown oy the feet that they held
See 8 W. P. U boys down to one touch
dow• in the Met bait -tharksville Leaf
Chronicle.
It was the secoud team-the "little
felsows"-that played S WPU The
average weight of the vieioue eleven
was 125 poundal; time of the Olarksville
about 160. Tile S K. '. boys were told
tithe only "epee" word be played
against them, but i W. P U. DOS only
ran in ;beer bigereer an 1 best players,
but even put the r ceeera in the RIMS
Evidentsy the 'varsity men waetea to
fatten their seaemes tone score.
ROSScs AT FAANKPOet T.
Frees Monday's Daily.
Qeite a deampieou of local Repubioan
beim* left lest night for Frankfort to
be presect today ard participate in the
. ti-trittl-ootant pon the lynching
of Pryor,E. dud Purina if they should
refuse to iseue e ontitteate of election
to Taylor. Among the number are
...Judge James Breathee Ju ete A. H.
Anderson, 0, B lark, J M Sr:Irene,
T Fowler rbd Dr. A IC Stanley
,
In the City's Colored
HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNT/ KENTUCKY FRIDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1899.
CK FROM THE WAR.SENSATION 
BA 
REMARKABLE
Illegkinsville Boys Who Served Their
Country In The Philippines. 
Cases Cured by Osteo-
lk Schools
TEACHERS INVOLV





For more Mau a Month •
has been brewine in local oolo
castanet circles. There were
whispers, exchannig of knowing
and s.gnificant words among th
'mutative@ of the colored upper
The white:wings involved the
the colored Superintendent o
and oasi til the most eftiosoet
under his °barge. It was
many that changes bed been
prefered and that action by be
trustees of the school wad impWe1ehe insocr was kept from the re-
public. and even after an °Mita! ell
ligation and trial those, converse lb
the facts are loth to !speak
List Thursday th:s colored Bottel
Trustee., composed of A. C. alt.
diram Smith aniJas. Allenswordire
met to prosecute
lion Prof. J. A. Jettoo, the -
iT0an official ivn , •
principal, and Louisa Morg
teacher were present in Firm n a
Attorney. Messrs. Breathitt and F
represeuted Jetton, John le laud
Morgan, and Lander and Foard
colored attorneys. represented
parties making the charges.
Jane daynes, a colored womt6Pli
in Louisville, a sister to Jetton's
wife, en1 other Louisvillersolored •
man named Branch, were the wet*
tor the prosecution. The subsesoof
them statements was that Jetton
applied to parties in Louisville to
nit a Criminal operation on the
and that Jetton's wife's death was
So a loathsome disease oommuut
by him.
The statements of these women
ed to be the only evidence against h
In refutation the defence showed
depositions of reputable citizens t
Jetted& character while a teacher
the colored wheels of LontaviLle, w
above reproach. Several leading ph
mums of Ibis oily made oath that b
wife'. death was not due to the cans
stated, and that the teacher whose
citation had been assailed had nee
bad an operation of the character use
stoned performed.
e. Oapt. Lloyd W. Whitlow, proprietor
The attorneys on both sides argue"
the law and evidence until dark. Af
,eit the Latneme is having storm doors
deliberating the Board of Trustees voted 
natrnoted at the three entrances to
Corporals Edgar Morris and Liu:nis
Huggins, who served with the Fires
Tennessee regiment throughout the
stirring campaign in Ii e Philippine.
have reached home and hive been taken
to the arms of their families and
friends. Both of these yoneg men
acquitted tImmselves as lemaine K. a-
tackiaus and soldiers and their dis-
charge papers are endorsed "honest and
faithful service and excellent charac•
tee" The papere sbow that they were
in the following engagements: Battle
of Manila (Londo district), Feb. 5 and
6; taking of Do Ilo, Feb. 11; taking of
into and 1...4 Pas, Feb. It and 13; Cebu
'xpedition. They enlisted at Nashville
in June 15 in Company H. They Pre
had to too back in Old Kentucky once
more.
Mr. Mont says Slot he values hie ex-
ieresuce above all things, but that no
amount of money could iedutie him to
return to the Philippines. Seargeot
!soup Tandy, another Hopkineville boy,
whe wont over with the Filet Tenn.,
remained in the Philippines, reenlist.
lug in the 87th Regulars Messes.
11 orris and Huggins talk entertainingly
if the "battles, seiges, fortunes through
which they have passed."
SALES OF REALTY.
From Monda)'•dally•
Two important sale. of valuable real
ty were conducted Saturday. The
Oampbell property on East Seventh
street, was sold by G. B Underw000.
the assignee, for 0,400, Mr. W. R. Long
purchasing the front 1 t including the
reside-nee for $2,875, and the rear lot be-
ing sold to Mr. Ben Retirees for the stlID
of $1,025.
The Mills property, Esse Seventh,
was sold in set state lots, Mayor Dabn• y
purchasing the front lot, 150x400, for
p,000.
HOG KILLING TIME.




The advent of .the first real wintry
n will bring about the slaughter of
ousands of floe porkers in this section.
p to the present time there has been
o weather suitable for killing bogs and
Is important and interesting event in
e farmer's routine has been greatly
stayed.
Hog killing was inaugurated this
orning, however, and fresh sausage
.d spare ribs will be on the market
ithin the next few days.
NO WINTRY BLASTS.
ti remove bett Prof Jetton and Miss
Morgan, but agreed later to consider
depositions being taken today in Louis.
cut., going to show that the liaynes
woman is devoid of charecter and not
worthy of cre _thee on oath.
Jettou says that the prosecution is in-
spired by malice and envy on the part
at the Louisville witnesses, and that
there is no foundation for the slander-
ous proceedings.
If it is shown conclusively that shop
molting witnesses are unworthy of m
ti, then the trustees will probably re-
scind their action. Otherwise, the dia-




Wailer Edwards, the 17 years old eon
of Mr. B. W. 0. Edwards, died last
night at his home four miles earl of the
city. Typhoid fever caused his death.
tie had been ill about three weeks
Funeral services will be held this af-
ernoon and the remains will be Inter-
red in Hopewell cemetery The deceas-
ed was a young man of floe iutelligence
and great promise The many friends
eif the family will learn of his death
with genuine sorrow.
bby. This improvement will ef.
ally shut out any blasts of winter.
CONDITION IMPROVED.
s condition of Mr. John M. Wicks,
e serious illness of typhoid fever
n noted in these columns, is
what improved. His family and
clans are much more hopeful of
very.
A FRESH MINSTREL.
as. earner, one of the performers
e colored minstrel show which ap•
ed here Saturday night, was arrest-
or disorderly conduct o3 the street.
was glad to pay a fine of $5 00 and
it eve •
FOR HIS CITY'S GOOD.
ill Wallace, colored, WWI arraigned
e Oily Oourt on a charge of drunk-
ma and disorderly conduct. He ac•
ed as a conditio3 of his discharge
proposition to leave the city and re-
n away six months.
•
's TO °OKI A GOLD IN ONE DAY
tke L txstive Bromo Quinine Tablets
4 druggists refund the money if it
to cure E W.. Grove's eignstur
n each box 25
aa oar ••••• 'NW
0'




knProved by Science to a PLEASANT. PER/WA, POSMVE CURE
WE BRING TO YOU
From the Piney Forests of NoT
For Cough.. Coble, mil al Isdboad Sedum of the Lamp and inch's  Tubes,
Dr. BELL'S PINE-TAIIHONEY
The sore, weary sough-worn lungs are ted, the
microbe bearing MUCUS is cut out, the cause of tickling is
removed, and the blamed membranes are • soothed so
that there is no inclination to cough.
A COLD? A COUGH? CON MPTION1
My little daughter has bees se=
to severs whin sad croup, and
taken with violent coughing _emus as
night. Dr Iriell's Pine-Tar-Room is
the only preparation I have found tam
eel re.ieve her I thiak it is aseeeessry







I have bees scrim* sessisd tor
twenty-eve yearn with a cough and
pains in ray ride sad breast that were
netwitng nee a mieenstito life. I spent
hundreds of dollars with doctors and
for medicine, but everything failed
until I used Dr Den's Pine-Tar-Honey.
It beats the vrerld, and has saved my
life I recommend Dr Bell's Pine-
Tar-Honey to everybody with weak





In buying Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar Honey you get
bottle and more doses for 25C than you do
any other, but the druggist's profit is kss.
Theirellere arise muumreses are paramours(' Meer
lessere Se burr Ohm wheels M Mere 01011011
1241:0•Per V012 no IT. DMISSIJLIN
DR. BELL'S PINE-TAR•H
.AD O OTT=TX12a.
sold Pine-Tar-Ifoney for one
d it a splendid remedy and
✓ Sold five bottles to Miss
ell, of this place, who was
to have consumption. She
good health.-J. T. Gansitsm,
Grantsburg, Ill.


















There has been en additional operator
added to the force of the infirmary in
the last few weeks. With this ad-
ditional force of well qualified operators
and with the new building so well a:
ranged for advantageous work, the in•
&allay is able to take care of an in-
creased number of patients without a
du:lineation of that earnest attention
which has cheracterized the institution
from the telouning and instly given it
the reputei iou it better.
From the many ct4e8 which have re
ceived treatme-nt alit ha••• left the in•
mention we give the foleewing not be
cans-' th .y are in rely soissi peculiar or
exoeptional, but simply because they art-
represeutetive of the werk cmstautly
"On: ;NO. 1: A lady for thirteen
years an invalid aocidentally heart of
She science of Oeteopathy and decided
to give it a trinl. Her case given in her
own vrot dm is as follows:
'Ott the 24th of June, I started from
my home on a bed for Franklin, Ky , to
the infi-mary of Ostemathy. I had
been treatesi for thirteen years by the
etre leo some. ut tIde trid si huul for
uervuusnees, ileadeobe and other
einey tied given me medicine for
every sort of ueseasi, femme ou whisky
eau mule/wee anti at Ilia last when 1
sold ley poysicusu met I tuteuded to go
so Freukno, tiy., lie maid to us : ' Inee
way be ..b.e to help you.'
eehrets deya rarely ever passed with-
out my having omen medic:sae, and tor
eie passe four summer.. I had been con
fined to my bed must of the time. The
Meat noise would throw me into
nervous (mule:emu and I Nt mild have
several lu the ceurse of a day. The
only mu, the physician could de fin
we Was to tg,ve me whisky and leer
pbine for relief.
'I have now been under Osteopathic
ireatmeut for three months and while
nere have not been in bed or taken a
'ewe of medicine. White I am not well,
I am better than I have been for jeers,
mid I know I have been very much ben
.fitted.
"After a visit to my home,it is my in
tention to return to the Infirmary, for I
nonestly believe that this is the only
miscible remedy for my troubles."
There are many cases where the die
ease yields more quickly and more read
ity to the el...alums than in this in-
stance It is better, however, to descobe
cases which show marked improvement
than to take tholes cases which yield so
readily in the treatment FL r these la-
ger are calculated to awake is coati Mum
in an instantaneous cure %hot' will not
be sustained in the ordinary case. It is
',attire that cures and we have to wait
for the processes of nature. A 1 the
Osteopath can do is to restore the harm-
ony that should exist in the human
mechanism, to reduce the lesions aid
quicken the circulation audi the gen-
ism of the nervous system.
Case No. 2: Another case at the
infirmary during the past few months
is that of a little boy. This case goes
to show the gross ignorance of the
medical fraternity acid that their sys-
tem of diagenti is a most imperfect one.
Chic ched was taken with measles
in Februare, haviug at the time
a very bed cold. A physician was
called in and prescribed a few dorm/
of calomel. Tne child kept getting
worse until his life was empaireo
of. About this time an 0 -teopatte
who was tempera:1.y iii the piece,
was called in see gave him
one or two treatments and the child
commenced to improve. During his
oonvalercence it was notioed that the
ends to eis fingers were 8111, or three
times their natural doe (stu!•by or
olubb d fingers). MM. breathing was
qui •IC and hard. In the absent* of an
Osteopath the physiciau of necessity ;
was called agate, and after conswtatiou
said he ',settle be a erteple for life, aeo
Oleg he had tattier c.r.liduspiton or wag •
ter on the mugs aud ii the lacer cave
surgical operation wool be ueirstrary,
and if the former, nethe g could b.
done but to let the disease tale It.
course. It Was determined to give the
Osteopaths a C:1.1-.1C.1 .1:11.11.raigh too iii se-
teal men advised egaiust it as a danger
on. mouse to a child In Its essdiLl.)11
Notwithstanding the advice, tbe Ch110
was brought to the Southern lefirmary
at roulette, Ky , au•1 nig trouole fuguu
to be cuivature of the epees mei was
traced to a bard fall of some months be-
fore. In four weees the curvature was
gone, the consumpuou we- guise and to
day Inc child ii the picture of Dearth,
and the father and the &IL/nab: 01.CO.P.
are students ID the Sont lir ;.•( bora Ld
Oat( opathy at Frauedu, Ky
It is such cases as this that give a
standing to Osteopathy. It is such
cures that give a reputation to she
science and overcomes this modical trust
and causes the people at large to accept
it as a better system than medicine.
Case No. 3 : Among the many cases
receiving treatment tue one here% ith is
Illustrative of one single type. It would
not be hard to collate enough of such
cases to l hill____ tee entire paper, but it is
not necessary. Leos osteopathy appeal
Is) reason? Du teese results really fo
l-
low? Will it apply with equal succe
ss
to all curable diseases? These 
questions
are answered affirmatively and eu 
pha•
sized and enforced by the Musk of every
Osteopathic infirmity.
It is such results that have gained for
Oeteopathy recognition undcr the law
and a most enviable repaid  as a e.
easier, agent. It Is U4.1014 IO telestlien
the truth of Octet gothic regimes They
are heralded from ooeau to ocean by the
rateful patients who have telotned
health threugh this great treatment. I
I Curvature of the tpine is a serious
! cenchtion, and many o have baffledaal,
' the skill of the hest phy us of tbe
land The following- is * statement of ,
a case treated here in '981
Parise Tenn., May 4. 1E119 -South, rn
School of 04eopathy : ll. gladly give
nay consent to have Ruth'i (sae. pub-
lished Before taking her to you at
Frauken, Ky , she was examined by
some of the best pbysicians in Tenne •
see, who pronounced la- r disease curva-
ture of the spine, and amid all they
could do was to use a plater of parts
jacket or a surgical chair, and were LOS
very hopeful of a cure then. When I
took her to your infirmary in June, '98,
she was unable to stand erect; the mus-
cles in her lower limbs were shrunkee,
and she was too weak to walk more
than one block. She is now sound and
well Please publish my Daratl with
this Yours sincerely,
A ELMORE.
For Catalogue and Journal and other
information, address Southern Scheel
and Infirmary oh Osteopathy, Franklin,
Ky. Incorporated.
GET YOW1 611411e.
Are you getting your share of the
vast amount of money spent in adver-
tising? It used to be all given to the
publishers of newspapers and magazines
but by toe latest method it is freely
distributed among the people them
selves; that is, among those who are
alert and quick, and can see an advan-
tage when it is offered them.
One of the most successful establish-
meets ii, America, tue Woolson Spice
Couthauy, of Toledo, Ohio. is spending
thousands of dollars in advertising their
Lion Coffee, and they are paying out
this money directly to the people who
purchase the coffee. Their plac is to
enclose in their uneepound package of
Lion Coffee a most attractive Premium
Lure that one wonders how they can
.Hord to give them away with then
goods; but it most be remembered that
hese prezniumi are bought in enur
moos qeanitieli and bought directly or
ehe InantlIa0111rerr. So that they ar
Sta.:Urr'd at about one-fourth the pric•
Use retail consumer pays. No pit fi. i.
paid 10 stopper, wtenetaler or retailer :
the goods are all bought at first hand.
Titus method of introducing Lion
Jaffee IS be if you wanted to rurcuse.
some article for Which you have to pay
11 00; the proprietors of Lion (hare
ouy it for you for Me and then give it
to you for the trouble that you take in
iieting them know you are using thou
coffee
The housekeeper who is alive to the
value of her petrunagr may now, by r
little trouble, secure many desirable ar-
ticles from time to time at no cost. Al.
that she has to do is to Out out and pre-
verve the Lion head which appears oi.
the wrapper of every package of LIOD
Coffee. These lion heads are receives
by the Woolson Spice Oompeny in pay
for their preiums.
The new premium list which has just
been Issued In connection with Lim
Ceffee is unsurpassed in its liberality
130ale of the most au:active articles or,
the market to day are included in this
It is evident that the Woolson Spice
ouipany places great value on the rem
ommenclation of a sestet, d us Milers
for they believe the best advertising ut
Lion coffee is where sone one who use's
It tel s a friend of its good quality. I;
is mostly in this way that its enormous
sale has been brought about. Many peo-
ple are to delighted witu it that they
feel it a duty to recommend it to their
friends, and as every package contains
• premium list with fall instructions fin
securing the articles off-red, there is
much interest in buying Lien Coif se for
household use Really, Lion (tuff ,e is
almost unsurpassed in is qual ti. at d
is a mystery how it can be sold at revel
• low price It is better than many
other brands of ct ffee which cest two
or three times as much. It woold se, to
as though the time was approaching
when every family would be drinkin,
this famous beverage It
ikon \ 2r. • e-. o r t cif lit. all al.
To Ca ts.t t .^n.e0 C,Iy Br.” forever. Lit di
lull hie, nerve and liter, lace No To
line. the 'valuer corker, that makes weak mei
.t.rong. All druggist's. i0C Or 01 Cute sueran
:eed Booklet and sample free Addrese
eteeleg Remedy Co, Chicago or New York.
C. will soon be here,








and every good house •
•
• keeper is looking for •





• ingredients for the 
Si
• least pos-ible money •
(9 They should see us 0)













ARRESTED FROMDAY To DAV.
%
STORE WAS ROBBED
1 PROF. J. J. GLENN has leased the
Two Strangers 'Thought Guthrie Graphic to J. Frank Marche
To Be Burglars. I seu fur • term years. Prof. Glenn
will devote his eatire time to the Made
'olivine Graphic.
- -
REV. 0. L. MORRILL has resigntd
as pastor of the First Baptist church in
0 wen sboro to take a trip through Egypt,
the Holy Land and other foreign Ire
His resignation was handed to the Del,







Chief of Police E. H. Armstrong,
Mated by detectives John %Nilson and
Frank Gribble made a couple of im-
portant arrests this morning. Unless
the officers are badly fooled they have
their hands on the men who burger-
lis•d apt large mercantile house Of
M. Jails & 0o., at Ellaughtersville ism
_
After the burglary deputy Sheriff
Rogers, of Hopkins county got on the
track of the thieve,' and followed them
as far at Princeton. They were walk-
ing through the country and tt warn
found that they had disposed of no
merous articles of merchandise along
the route. At Princeton the officer lost
track of the guilty men and went to Pa-
ducah, where he learned mehirg
further of them. Returning to Prince-
ton he placed the matter in the hands
of the detectives who came to this city.
and conferred with Chief Armstrong. II
was learned that two strange young
white men had come to this city Satur-
day and were _stopping at the (soma'
douse. Watch was kept on them and
-his morning the arrest were made.
They gave their names as John
'drown and George William,
ileir ages an twenty-six and twenty's
eipectively. They were very well
eressed and intelligent fellows. Is
spite of the fact that many articles ap-
iareutly fresh from stock and correw
pending with the stolen goods were
round ie leo possession they protested
their iteeeonce
They *ere taken belt to Slaughters-






Asking Expulsion Of rl
man Roberts.
(IPSCIAL TO IMP ZIA.)
WASHINGTON, D. 0., Dec. 4 -The
Fifty-sixth Oongress convened at noon
today.
After organizing, both the Senate and
the House adjourned until tomorroviesa
a mark of respect to the late Vioe'Presi-
dent.
The President's message will not be
sent to Oonsress until Tuesday.
A mammoth petition was presented
today by the New York Journal, pray-
ing the expulsion of Mcrmon Brigham
H. Roberts, of Utah.
The petition is signed by seven Mil-
lion persons.
The Roberts' case will be considered
tomorrow immediately after the P -
dent's message is teed.
Only preliminary business was 012
tended to before adj etrument Iodate
The House Caucus Committee yfti
meet with the heputeican members of
the Senate Finatice Committee later
, he day and endeavor to 'mime i the it
terences between the two cownotteesiou
me finance bill. At this museum a pre-
Kr' temi wilt be hatched out fur In.. pus
saae of the bill through the House. Ti..
bill as ei`Onitted to the douse will pro-
vide Mot and foremost for a declaratiot.
for the gold standard. It will provide
for the creation of a trust tumid by tto
segregation of a portion of the pr hi
treasury hirelings of gold hem w , e
!tie green becks, *hen surrendered,thall
re redeemee, and that these gr. eubaik•
-bail MA 10.1'..411trir be paid "et elm*
0: gold. fn. III aims provideo.k;
.60 tuatereer of •elsottei b Alit ',Aimee
. • the p r v• Is .I in,. b .1 meet,
• - Ou:•• ' i • • • .. e -u .
• 90 r
0.rry tLlmsiiL tires
pspijl I, TO NI, • KR
NEW Yol,K, D • 4 t• Si
must r I f to th - I f
Dernoet c el .1 'rek1.11 I. 41. ti e
itan12.01.111, iii IC, an will he •a .rred.
by J oh n W h• Ilege Doeiumenotier ,
Oharities
OPERA HOUSL..
THREE NIGHtS, COM. DEC. 4.
HART,
The Laugh King.
The Leading Rommel of the Wend.
Comptete Cheer of Program.
Everything New.
SPECIAL FEATURES-Trouble in a
Obinese Laundry; Fun in a Photograph
Gallery; Mariner Hayseed and Wife at
a:Oireus; Awkard Squad in the Philip
pities; Brae Bali Game; Students See.
enade; Oaks Walk and a hundred new
and laughable scenes.
Prices: 15c, 25c, 35c, 50c
has just been
THE OAUOUS OF Republican mem•
ben of the Hours Saturday night devel-
oped no excitement whatever. Lien. D
B. Henderson was nominated for Speak-
er by acclamation, and the old officers
of the House were re-elected except for
Sergeant-at-Arms. This nomination
went So Henry A. Came, of Wiscon-
sin. The Democratic caucus nominated
James D. Richardson, of Tennessee, for
Speaker after a spirited contest wbech
lasted through six ballots. A full set of
candidates for House positions was also
named.
IT HAS BEEN learned that the com-
bine of the thresher manufacturers of
the United States, which was effected
recently in New York, with a oaptaliza-
lion of $60,000,000, will include 70 per
cent of the thresher manufacturers of
the Uteted State
THE MONTHLY OOMPARATIVE
statement of the receipts and expendi-
tures of the government during No•
ember shows the total receipts to have
been 146,945,572, as against $38 900,915
for November, 1898 The disbursement
during the last month was 540,869,847
which 1-ayes a surplus for the month of
$6,175,725.
THE TOBA000 TRUST has misses
be price on chewing tobacco The 0ou•
/mental Tobacco Company sent out a
notification to all jobbers that there
would be an advance of four cents per
pound on all plug chewing and ping
amoking tobacco on December I All
orders 01.11118d on that date will be can
aled and most be resubmitted under
the advanced schedule.
The discounts to jobbers are also
trimmed down. Jobbers are offered a
lisconot of one per cent on all purchases,
'it more than 1,000,000 pounds per
month. There are few j btiers in the
1.eintry who will derive any advantage
from such an effer.
Under the advanced primer the con
sumer will get only one aszth • of pound
tor 10 cents, whereas before he receiven
one fifth of a pound for the same
money.
The Appropriations.
(SPSCIAL TO NSW FAA)
WASHINGTON, D. 0 , Dec 4 -The
appropriations for the next fiscal year
will include half a million dollars for
the Ohio river and two hundred thous-
yid for Kentucky river.


















Costs less this One Cent a cup.
Be sure that the Padrste bears our Trade-Mark.
A Period Foot Pee, Notriese, Mies.
WALTER BAtieR & CO. Limited.
1780.
DOI2C1 MASS.





Are you in line? If not get in line of the
BIG BARGAIN BALE thtt.is now on. All'iroods
haveadvancc d, and we offer the people an op •
portun.ty to save money. It is not enough that
we do as well as others. Trade leadership de-
mands thittuive....affe,!: exceptional inducements
all the time. We keep- ,p_oople moving Inward
and goods moving outwaed,12y moving prices
downward. Here's- what 310-ayo,n's Big Store
offers to its many customers. LV•gi'y depart-
ment complete: •
Dress Goods.,
10 pieces all wool Coverts worth 60c
at 35c
5 pieces imported Novelty Dreg.
Goods, worth 65c for 35c.
5 pieces Broadcloth, all colors, w'th
$1 00 at 50c.
Wash Goods.
1000 yard.. Flauileii-tte 5e.
1000 card:- Outing Cloth Sc,
New line of t alieoes
New line of Percales.
 1' Ladies' worsted' ehirt waists, hand-
somely braid-'d, $198.
Ladies' Wraps.
IVe have a few Ladies' J ,clets
and Cloaks that a eve carried over
from last season. They are a little
out of et..1e, and w- will offer them
at tbe following p ices
The $5.00 and $6.00 Jackets $2.60
The $10.00 Jac toe at $500.
" 15.00 .6 7011
" 20.110 ',
We- are also showing an "up to
date" line of sty lieh Jackets from
$6.00 to 25.00.
Now Plush Capee, worth $1.00 at
$3.15.
NeljPiu-t. Capes, worth $5.00 at
$4 00.
New Pinch Cal.e=, worth $7.00 at
Linen Departmont.
76 yards white Table Liam 204
per card. • I •
75 arch, while Tabl- linen. 70 koe'es
wide, reduced from 50c to 3941
per yard.
75 yards bleached Table Lissa. 70
inches wide, reduced him 70c
to 49 per eac‘.
50 yards bleached 'able Linen. 72 --
inches wide, riqueed from $L2$
to 85e per yard.
25 dozen N in at 24n per dozen.
Good Linen Napleies at t5e gni dos.
at 49c "
at
t• al ethg «
1. 4 4 
Itt
'• $1 4044 44
Good Cotton Creel) at to per 'ord.
Go io Linen Crash at 6 1 2 per yard.
Large t ottoti Towels at 5 sent/
Linen Towels at 9 nests
44
Now, remember, these bargains will not last long, SO
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AND CHEAPER COOK STOVE'S







New Plaids Capes, words 410.410 "--
l6.75
One lime of Ladies' Tailor-Made
Suite, reduced from $6.00- to
$3.50
Ladies' worsted shirt waists, hand-
soznaly btaided, $1.76,
Air Tight Heaters
FOR %VOA) AND COAL.
PARKER, SMIId AND OTHER stan,latd makes of hammer es
and hammer shotguns. Black Powder and Smokeless rtvrd
Loaded Shells. Careful attention to orders for bpece I 14
FINE RUSSIA LEATHER and Heavi? Duck Leggin.
ROD _1ER$' RAZORS. A full line of this celebrated braked o
Razors on the way. here by Thanksgiving. le
WANT A GOOD GRATE that will throw out twice be heit
oi(1 ono 'clot* with half the coal? Let JS Labe out'. yfieur,,,i
and put in a genuine Rad ant Grate and you *ill got it
you ounchithe ashes ou they go up the chimney i al of up °la-


































111911111b-new ire Bedding, Seventh
11111emS, aser Main, Kepadaaville, Ey.
1.00 A YEAR.
sell=sa• postoinee ta KopkUssettle
Friday, December 8, 1899.
- MIVIIIMININI BIM& -
One tan, area towels& $ IN
folk., rale seaaelt. 1  I oe
leek. Wee siestas  400
beak ids immune  fee
lash, o.a• yea..  tem
Adittellosai rates may be had by applies-
legyeamene a ealtte ee.
4 adverusing mass be paid tor La
ter yearly setvertisesseets will be
beuarserty.
AM advertisement- ineected without 1111100-
ibmi Mom will lees...fed for awe ordered
AMMINTIBOSIMIMIll of nemeses and Deaths,
me massedbre eve Hoes, and mottoes of
souss.:Isised gratis.
Qfo:11,- No6.oes, heeolutioos of Respect,
eitraraiaa..er 110100011, Ise 00214 par has.
- CUISSOINI RAMC -
TM VIISKLT NSW MIA and Me following
else year :Ran  Pastamaaau Inquirer U NOm& Nils 1N. Lows itepubee  letwetly Wass- Damara& 115a iraon ,  i
Lessavals Diapatesb  Iola
...211111•10 rostra•I  ifieWee- CourJona oat   1St
ir1- .ecIlyitew 1 to a Wo, io  Ill
ISSIM Was* 2.17 11111111111s1.115
sksdhs 'Se naked stems
UAI DIUCTORT.
Mem? Oomisk-BlestMeedey in Jane





001/rr Oorimr-Fltie Waft in every
A OINSIORPIX. PROSPERITY.
It an tree Ilea bemuse tartan lass
et Widows are pesliabis jail sow and
thea Isms mem as asking mosey, or
Odin wages, lbs. ire man therefore
lin, up ear hoes aad shout for pros-
pered,. Oa* wallow does eel make a
dilleelle. sod apes the theory that the
_________ of a tier masa do oes tank*
the dosiesslies et tie earth ea the as-
elm ie 'heard le 'peek of premperity
end ear taosdal Aram Is the sante
With 
Weal&
ea hamiseng eseeateme-to Gall
geseral banana prodaelleas and maw
ainderm "booluen"-bseld ups a
assimelled doenlaeleg medium. pee-
parity Is a imam mere proper forth.
brain el a sameemiat Sian far die
pap smiler et as Amebas Mhos who
oilier !mews belles or who does set
wane to de beam. We ban noshed a
plea when eer ineenial esaddien is
al a lower ebb dna ever biters is the
Masai et Ohs sodas, and yell Mame ere
One wits ley Os make as believe dad
woes in a highly prosperous ateditioa.
We me indeed prariaa peal as a no-
des; we as lends( Ana ships at
Ws, sea 'nay is beeresdag in
moan& ; all el ourannals
Wee geed eisslies, spelt Ma-
mma and Ins jewelry, and what-
're& their wives Nina a now garment
ben Peek or their daughters marry a
ierd, the papers record the
INN; Ms Nam new tweed the local
wommei of ear entire oinalatlag as
dims saavally aid is daily, nay, hoer-
• Isetiming, we are reaching a oar
Mena when we oaa defy she whole
111WIII. end when Is as to twining
Skis lisa's or the drages's Nail we are
sleisely in it. BaS what et the rank
sod die? Them IA& led sad elreggle,
who inreel wad weary, who are sneers-
bis and deopssises? They are the ones
ilemesesineees for WI *fib baldereek of
pespeeley. The individual is
sailldeg Is the great numb et
Owl. NM le very loom ego • non
who aseentelined mew was soli le be
pressroom; he was swift wriney, but
new It is repeded as a wendertel badge
of gempodey for a maa le get say work
at all wed resolve wages mew& le keep
lady mid seal beim sepeassiag. The
MIN Iseembills futon, draws
NIS IS es aniety tie demaads of the
pas;hsssps.4 whet he may sera
via wok See the anemone. of Ole be
Mali this week; by an nonnoes
dallies 
 pie-
lbs termer is melded to
oodles assegb le pay eft some ot his
lamic Wen* be even feels Minion
meigli ever that umwaal Men of Me
leowees that be bap bie wife sad
deoghter a ebeep adios draw, nigher
he Mhos all Med. se nese amp areas
ar madonna. Nan pao he will be
elerriag to make lip for his prespereas
ilbsendse sever be say seek Meg ea
pluperily sakes die iedivideaki of the
Miensas pompanos, sad that pee-
pally as water some sager as per
N.immelel Aram thous" we doable
ear padasliews sad ill She wish earth
with eer memdaeliwea TM Nesse Is
Ono wins as Maps le ildak about 11.
We lave no aseredeas et our sank of
ameny ; based. ea the aashorisy of the
NONNSIN Or MN trafeed ewes we are
Owe bemdsed and twest7-dve sailboat
WI dame shore et nee. silver money
siseheisly :ftweessey is trammel lite
keibeem aft  lie esentry. WbaS doss
&is mesa Alan male =kip a











fitoirist - mem r • Or
SYRVP@,
es"eale wit
IS Or • ass umaini as is ma sal.
few dollars some other man looses
the =want. When the banks of New
York are staffed foil of money the count
ty elsewhere is suffering from a deft
camoy. When Chicago is gloating over
ita surplus oath New York and the rest
of the country are upon the verge of
bankruptcy. It is the same volume of
money shifted about from place to place
a robbing of Peter to pay Paul that oon-
stitates our financial system under the
old staadard? How can there be a
dearth of money under the gold stand-
ard? We were told that it would
tea( us prosperity and the only
than it has brought us-as it ti hoped
-is the wisdom of a sad experience.
What system was it that has reduoed
our circulating medium to $225,000,000
below the amount absolutely necessary
so carry on the business of the country?
What kind of a financial system is that
which will permit the manufacturer of
paper money based upon an insufficient
supply of gold, and prohibit the coinage.
of a deficit of S296,000,000 in silver
money? If there is anything that can
convince a reasonable American citizeo
that the gold standard is not ben elm, 1
to the people, it ought to be its result
In depriving the people of their money
to carry OD their business.
Why not me gold? Why, that Ii not
ingikied for the use of American (Ar-
sons; it is all required to keep our
foreign creditor, in easy circumstances
and for foreign importations; for for-
eign husbands for our sweet American
girls; for the trusts, combines, syndi-
cates, bankers, brokers and specula
tors. When it conies to the Anierlean
canon, silver is good enough for hint.
but he is act even allywed enough of
that lest he make a little money that
ass not be controlled by the gold stan
dard.
There is more catarrh in this section
of the country than all other diseases
tOgether, and until the lass few
years was supposed to be incurable.
For a great many years doctors pro-
lamine:ad it a local demise, and prescrib-
ed local treatment, and by constantly
failing to CUTS with lossal treatment,
pronounced it incurable. Science has
proven catarrh to be a constitutional
disease, and therefore requires constitu-
tional treatment. Hail's Oatarrh Oure,
manufactured by F. J. Cheney & 0o..
Toledo, Ohio, is the only constitution
oars on the market. It Is taken inter-
nally in doses from ten drops to a tea-
spoonful. It acts directly on the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system
They offer one hundred dollars for any
COSS Of catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall's Oatarrh Ours. Send for Iiircw
Ian and testimonials
Address, F. J. ()HENRY & 00.,
Toledo, Ohio.
Bold by druggists, 75o.
Bell's Family Pills are the beet.
From the Pittsburg Post : It is a lig-
Malang fact that many of the greatest
1111011msen in the Republican party,
lion who have grown old in its service
and who are not looking for political
advantage, are opposing this new and
dangerous imperialistic departure. Ac-
cording to "Teddy" Roosevelt, they are
oOpperheads or traitors.
Then are some women who seem to
be perennially youthful. The grown
daughters are companions as well as
children, and the color in the mother's
cheeks, the brightness in her eyes, the
roundness in her form all speak of
'abounding health. What is her secret?
She is as the middle age of life when so
many women .are worn, warted me
faded, and yet time has only ripened
her charms. The secret of this matron-
ly health and beauty may be told in the
brief phrase, Dr. Plane's Favorite Pre-
scription. The general bomb of woman
Is so intimately related to the local
health of the delicate womanly organs
that where these are diseased, the
whale biody must suffer. "Favorite
Prescription" dries the debillitating
drains, heals ulceration and inflamma-
tion, oozes female weakness and im-
part. to the delicate female organs nat-
ant& vigor and vitality. Women who
have lost their health and their beauty
have been made "robust and rosy cheek
ed" by the use of this marvelous medi-
cine.
TRUST BLINDNESS.
The inability to see ary such things
as Wane in the United States is a dis-
ease approaching color-blindness-the
right color is there, but the sufferer's
eyes are out of focus. As showing how
easy is is to become blind at midday by
merely dosing the eyes and refusing to
leek. a gentleman connected with the
Inosssola State university is editing an
mosysispedia of economics, politics and
seelelogy, is which he proposes to treat
She rabjen of trusts, combine. and syn-
dicates so exhaustively as to leave noth•
tag sore r) be said. Like all acade-
micians who conapile from library mat-
ter, lensed of from personal observa-
tion and experienoe, he begin. by open-
ing the door to volumes more to be said
He deohcres that "there Is no such thing
aneopoly depending for its exiatenee
open men aggregations of capital, how •
ever vast. The was problem is nothing
else thee She problem of securing from
a sombhiatioa of competitive industries
all the advantages of the resulting in-
crease in production and saving of
wages, while as the same time prevent-
ing, so far as possible, every great
change In the process of production."
From shim be draws the infallible con-
gress that "there is no trust problem,
and so anti-trust laws can be made ef-
fecting. The reel problems are the con-
centration of wealth, concentration of
ladnetry and monopolies."
• nee is a rose and a muck heap a
amok heap, and by no transposition of
names can one be convered into the
other. All this verbiage is a mere play
ee the galleries, and meaningless In the
tan of the practical fees that ooncentra-
Sim of wealth, ooncentration of Indus
Sly sad moisopolise grow out of trusts,
essabiass and syndicates: the latter are
parent of the fernier. The trusts are
the 066116 and the concentration of
wallah, industry and menopoliee the
Waft All trusts are monopolies, but
all monopolies are not trusts. A patent
rigid is a monopoly, so is a copyright,
but the Standard Oil Oompany and the
tinplate machine are trusts and also
awaopelles. Both of them have the ex-
amine control of their respective corn-
modifies and their price. They are
what the old books call "odious monop-
olise," anti are all of them in restraint
of trade and destructive of competition.
In om mom, they have pasted beyond
the category of problems into the do-
main of actual facts. All such educa-
tional works as the one referred to are
promoters of confusion, and the more
they as studied the leas one knows
shoat the subject' treated. One can
leers more about politics by running
for office, more about trusts by working
at the job of rtreei-oar conductor, more
about sociology by visiting a third-rate
vaudeville show, than hi can learn
ham a thousand books of words and
delliffitions siwilar to that of the Wis•
made professor.
Wood and Mee, Madge Fiteeeigh,
daughter of the late Dr. R. M. Fair-
leigh and Mrs. Anna Fairleigh, was
quietly solemnized this mcrning at
10:45 o'clock at the home of the bride's
mother, corner of Saveuth and Clay
streets.
The affair, while without display, ss
yet one of the prettiest home -weddings
ever witnessed in this city. The parlor
and reception rooms were darkened, and
the lights within enhanced the effect of
the tasty decorations of Southern smilax
and orysenthetnimus. The guests Were
Limited to the immediate families, • few
intimate friends and the merubere ef
the As You Like It Club, of which pop-
ular social organization the bride is the
honored president
Just prior to the entry of the bride
and groom, Mrs R L. Woodard ren-
dered the int-rmezz from Cavialleris
Rusticana. Mr. and Mrs J. D. Were
preceded the bridal coap e into the par•
lor where the guests had assembled. As
they mitered, the subdued strains of the
tender air "Because I uve you, dear,"
met the ear. The bride wore a tasty
gown of laveneer triaened in crepe de
chene and carried in her hand a large
bouquet of bridal roses. Misses Letticia
Fairleigh and Grace Wood, eisters of
the bride and groom, respectively, fol-
lowed, carrying bouquets of yellow
cryeanthemunis.
Near the center of the parlor Dr. W.
K. Piper, pastor of the Methodist
Church, met the bride and groom aud in
his most impressive manner, aceordieff
to the beautiful ritual of the Episcopel
church, pronounced them man and wife.
During the ceremony Mrs. Woodward
rendered "Oh, Promise Me." The sin•
awe congratulatious of friends and rela-
tives were showered upon the happy
couple after the wemony. As Mr and
Mrs. Wood were to leave at 11:80 over
the Illinois ()antral railroad for Wash-
ington, the bridal trappings were ex-
changed for traveling dress and they
were driven to the station. After a
week Cr more spent at Washington and
points of interest in the E sac Mr. and
Mrs. Wood will return to Hopkinsville
and made their temporary home with
the family of Hon Hunter Wood, the
groom'. father, on East in street.
No young couple has ever stood at the
altar whose union was more propitious,
or watched by truer frieeds or sauctilleo





(SPICIAL TO NEW IRA.)
WASHINGION, D. 0., Dc 5 -The
President's message, which was sent to
both Houses at noon, is the longest read
in many years.
The message expreseed sorrow Over
VS'S President Eloberee ieeeth.
The message says the treasury is in
fine condition. Is favor e national batiks
with tweati -five thousand dollars capi-
tal.
It reinciorses the gold standard and
wants greenbacks retired.
Recommendations are mede for wi.ie
legislation as to trusts.
It says our foreign relations are grati-
fying and that America is neutral be-
tween England and the Boers.
The document diseuesen our progress
in i nba, arid approves the Peace Con-
gress It praises our army and navy
sod recommends pensions for the needy
widows of vete-ries.
The Pbilippine question is discussed
at length and it is declared that I; is the
determination of America to end the
rebellion on the islands at once.
It says that the future of the Philip
pines lies with Ciongrese.
The message reviews the work of this
goveruraent in Hawaii aud Porto Rico.
_The contest of Mormon Roberts' seat,
now in progress, has divided interest
with the President's message in the
House.
An immense crowd is present.
DIVIDEND NO. 4.
The Board of Directors of the Acme
MIlls Oompany have de.lared a divi-
dend of 4 per cent for the six menthe
ending Nov. 80, lbeie payable on de-
mend. J. B. Cial.eititstli,
Sitc'y. and Tres.
Censures The Admiral,
IS1'ILC1/41. TO NSW IKej
LONDON, Dec 6.-A special dispatch
from Estcoart censures Rear Admiral
Sir Robert Harris, Ootureaeder-In•Oiliet
of the Cape of Good Hope and West Af-
rican squadrons, for his delay in send-
ing Oapt. Scott and Capt L embton with
guns to Lidysmith.
"It is notorious," says the correspoe-
dent, "that only at the last m emeut, on
Oct. 80, while a decisive action was.
pending, did Capt. Lambton, of the
Powerful, arrive at Ladysmith. A
week, • day, a few hours migat, and I
doubt not, would luive saved the situa-
tion and delayed the investment, if it
had not ended the Boer attempt."
Battle With Yaquis.
[SeeCIAL To New ERR
AUSTIN. Tex., Dec. 6 -Itiformatioi,
has reached here that since Nov. le
there have been several severe clashes
between Mexican troops and the Yequi
Indians. Nov. :8 a battle was fought
North of Cocori, in which 4ti Indians
and five Mexicans were killed and 2:i
Mexicans were wounded. One hundred




Shave with CUTICCRA SHAVING Rost., and
before cleansini, the face trillion a bit of (I'm
MYRA f hintrnent,the great skin core. Wash off
With CI-net-RA TOILICT So• P and IiIrT WATKR.
Tis simple, inexpensive treatment will make
shaving a pleasure and comfort to those with
tender, infiameil, easily Irritated skin._
lekt throaelviet the world. P.,TTS• fl. .n C. COOP,
















Fire totally consumed the residence
of Mr. 0. B. Webb, 1857 South Mien
street, at an early boor this morning.
Mr. Webb escaped from the burning
building his night clothes.
The fire occurred about 2:30 o'c!ock.
No one was in the house but Mr. Webb,
his wife being in Loui.vide About ten
o'clock he went to his bedroOnt in the
ReOotiil story, leaving one fire in trio
house. This was in a grate in one ot
the rear rooms down stairs. Mr Webb
WAR awakened by the odor of smoke and
the crackling of burning timber. Rea-
lizing his danger he seized his clotting
and hastened into the he 1. The smoke
that poured up the stairway was stif-
ling and it was with the greatest diffi-
culty that Mr. Webb succeeded in nate-
mg his way to the front door, reaching
there blinded and half suff eceted.:
A few moments later a portion of
the roof fell in. The buildieg was a
frame structure and bnrned rapidly.
The fire had made such headway before
the alarm was sounded that, though the
departemet responded quickly, all ef-
forts to sit•O any part of it were futile,
and the firemen were forced to confine
their work in preventing any spread of
the flames cud extinguishing the animal-
dering ruins.
Mr. Webb does not know how the
fire originated. It is but-weed that live
coals fell on the floor from the grate.
While the house was an old one, Mr.
Webb had spent much money in im-
proving ii and it was one of the pret-
tiest homes in the city. The loge is
&tont 44,000. The building was insured
with Leng, Kelly & Starling for $2,000,
and the household and kitchen effects
with Wallace & Moore for $1,000.
*Washington Notes.
Three members of the Kentucky del-
egation voted in favor of administer-
ing the oath to Representative Turner.
They were Congressmen Rhea, Allen
and Turuer. The remainder of the del-
egation recorded themselves against the
reso‘utiou, with the tx,:epttou of Mr.
Fit ;atria.
t t t
The Seuate will have two new corn
meters, one on Cuba and the other ou
the new pugs, P.S101113.
T
After several hours of dramatic de-
bete in the douse yes(erday, the Tayler
teso utiou twin* Rept eseutative-elect
Brigham H. &b,-as, of Utah, foam tak-
ing toe oath of uth.e until a committee
enaii have investig .ted the charges of
poiygemy, preteried against him, wee
edepted ny a vote of 3u2 to 80. The in-
vet Legating iAnnulutole was named, and
wul uogiu ita labors at once. A imolai-
lute nu-minion if-roil by Represents-
itictiard-ou, of eeeuessee, to refer
the Ca.... to to the J tyrter.iry Committee,
Was di- fe.ited.
SIX III CIRCLE MEETING.
- -
The Sixth Circles of Bethel Association
composed of Cooley, Locust Grove, Oli-
vet, Sa.em and South Union churches,
will meet with Olivet church at 10 A.
M. De -, 30th and 81st 1be9.
Tne program follows:
1 Model Church Member,
S. J. Lwry,
Winston Henry.
2 What is Scriptural Baptism, and
what place doer it occupy?
W. L. Peyton..
ee'
2 Sacrifices of a Home Mission.
Dr. A . K. Piper.
4 Duties and Obligations Involved in
Citizenship, Dr. J. Le Clardy.
0. D. Bell,
5 Bible Teaching on Missions.
Dr. W. L. Nourse.
6 Oteigations of American (Jitiz-ms to
Give the Gospel to Other Nations.
J. F. ()Arnett,
W. H. Vaughan.




Each church le requested to send three
or more representatives with their qaar•
terly coutributiour to millstone, aid all
friends to missions are cordially Wetted
o take part in this meeting.
J. F. Garnett, V. P.
['he Square, Ky., Dec. 4th.
HARVEST OF DEATH.
Grim Reaper Leaves North Christian
Homes Desolate.
Thomas Jackson, a well known citi-
zen of the Haley's Mill vicinity, died at
his house Sunday of blood poison. He
was bat- n by a dog Thursday and blood
poison resulted. He was fifty years old
and leaves a nage family well provided
for.
Webb Boyd died Sunday morning at
his home four miles east of Orofton af-
ter a long illness of typhoid fever. He
was in the 39th year of his age and
leaves a wife and several children.
James Lemons, a North Ohritian far-
(tier, flOy years of age, died of con-
sumption Tuesday afternoon at his
tome near Orofto Mr. Lemon left a
wife and several run
•
TAKEN TO HOPKINSVILLE.
Louis Riddle, of Philpot, who was ad-
judged a lunatic before Judge Taylor,
Monday, was taken to the Hopkitirville
asylum at noon by Deputy Sheriff Jur,
Jones, accompanied by Messrs. Dave




The asylum commissioners held their
regular monthly meeting in the office of
the Superintendent yesterday. Large
appropriations were male for building
and improvements and for the expenses
of the institution.
Rosenbaum Building, Meridian, Miss
destroyd by fire. Less, $250,000.
Wages Of ootton-adill employes
throughout New England increased.
--
Street traffic in Buffalo, N Y , Dn.
peded by heavy snow Tuesday.
A M. Johnson, Oberlin, 0 , had his
back broken in wreck at English, Colo .
and will die, although life may be pro
longed some time
Wilson Line steamer Oaetello report.
«d sighted at sea in disabled condition
---
Orders issued removing more troops
from Cuba.
H. 0 Frick, Pittsburg, retires ari
eheirman Board of Managers Carnegie
Steelworks
THE ROAD LAW.
Good roads being a necessity for the
.ievelopment of a com.nnuity and fur
the general welfare of all its citiz-ms,
by request, we give the main provisions
of the K•utuory Statutes to regard to
the working of the public highways by
the citizens:
"The Fiscal Court of any county may
require all able-bodied mete mains of
the cecinty, over eighteen and uuder
fifty years of age, except licensed minis-
ters of the gospel and citiz Ms of in-
corporated towus and cities, to provide
themselves with necessary tools and to
work on the public roads of the county
not exceeding two days in a Week and
six drys in a year, and in the case of an
uunsuel emergency the overseers may
require the road hands to work a greater
number of days in a we.-k or year.
"A day's work on the road shall be
eight hours.
"The overseers shall notify the road
hands to work the road two days before
said work is to be done or delegate some
one in writ:ea to give said notice and
should anyone fail to work the road
after being duly notified, unless he
shows gooel reason for such failure, he
shall be fined $2,50 and cost for each
day he so fails to work."
INSTITUTE AT CHURCH HILL.
The Farmers' Institute at Church
Hill which is being conducted today by
Messrs Dulaney and Rob:noon, assisted
by Mrs. McElroy, is Is -gely attended
proceeedings are very interesting
and instructive to the farmers and their
Wives.
DOUBLE WEDDING.
Cavanaugh Brothers Marry North Chris.
use Belles.
Front Wednesday's dally. .
A double weeding in which the bride-
grooms were brothers, W AS solemnized
at the Gooch hou•e, on North Mein
street at noon yesterday Mr E C.
Cavanaugh 22dhj oiled in w'dlck to
Mitts 0410 East, and Mr. 8 N. Ones-
naugh toeit AR hts bride Mi•s Alice Ow
eq. rbe young „real-men are the sone
of Esquire John Oa anagh, of the K•I
Icy vionittj and b: hoe+ b 'bog to h.ghly
reepectel families of north Christier.
"Rev. N A Ransom, the welt known
Baptist divine, officiated The mar
nage@ were witnessed by a tureber of
friends.
X
Van Dyke & Eaton Co
The well-known and successful popu•
ler price attraction- Van D,, ke & Eat
on Co.-co:nes to the Holland Opera
Houre all next week.
First performance Monday Dec. 11th,
presenting a new play each night with
Illustrated song., musical acts, Vitae,
seope pictures, tire, butteitiy, serpentine
dances, between the acts. The reper-
tour
.
 for the week will be as follows:
Monday night, When Friends Are
Tuesday night, "Aerosol The Trail."
Wed ;esday night. "A Tallow Can-
dle."
Thursday night. "Die. Signal of Safe-
ty."
Friday night, "Rip Van Winkle."
Saturday night, "An Enemy to The
Cr sr."
As canal with. repertoire companies,
the. prices Will be 10, 211 and 80 tits , and










at last your friends
say, "How bald he is
getting."
Not easy to cure
an old baldness, but
easy to stop the first
thinning, easy to
check the first falling









takes out all dandruff.
It . always restores
color to-faded or gray
hair, all the dark, rich
color of early life. You
may depend upon it
every time. It brings
health to the hair.
si.00• bottle. all Druggists.
I hats owed your Heir viol. and
am greatly pleard tvl It It.
outs' west one belies et it, and yetmy.tritr has stopped falling out andLas stiated to roma ugiiti meet)."
Lit 14 '11 ITT,
Merch 21,1.521. I. anus*, S.
WM* the fleeter.
It yen It. ot ntoeln all the 1.eneflts
YOU expected from the use of the
Vieor, write the Doctor shout It
address, Da. J. C. AYER,
iv;
17-1I
BURNED KENTUCKY NEWS, ;7
Robbers tapped cash drawer of
yule Auvocate
-o-
AT THE ST4KE., 10;;:kounl" Polly Cloud Graves, ofo, will 11000 oelebraee her
birthday.
-o-
laPaclei. TO NSW KR ) boDwrille.r,jefDM. 
Dye, is
hersle c ampion w
MAYSVILLE, Ky, Dec. 6 -Dick 149.
Ooleman, the negro who brutally out-
raged and murdered Mrs Leshbook,
was burned to death by a mob in this
city this morning.
There were nearly one thousand men
in the mob which was composed of
friends and neighbors of the murderer's
victim.
They arrived in the city at au early
hour this morning and proceeded at
once to the depot.
When the train arrived from Cicertui.z•
ton bringing the negro heroic, trim the
mob took the negro from his guards.
Coleman was dragged bowliug. Pray-
lug and struggling through the streets
to the round house yard
Here he was securely bound 41 • post.
Faggots were piled around him and
set on fire.
The wretch's eyes were goneed out
and his body was horribly mutilated
The torch w aa applied.
The shrieks and groans of the negro
as the flames wrapped around .11(11 ae. ere
horrible to bear. 
When it-1'th ended the men's awful
agony the mob toietly (Imperiled.
Mr. Leshbrook, Isnabawdwf e mur
dered worean, led the .
Hundreds of c.tiseas wheedled the
burning.
It had been expected here that Cole-
man would be mobbed. No one, how-
ever, had supposed that so terrible a
punishment would be his fete.
Coleman's crime was one of the most
brutal in the history of the county.
Last October he raped Mrs. Lute
brook, wifesof one of the best known
and most highly respected chile:no in
1
this regime
After outraging the lady he Murdered
her.
Cole Iran was captured a short time
after the Commission of his criree.
A mob was formed t3 lynch him, but
he was spirited away to Coviegtou,
where he was cot third in j sit until No
vember 20th, when he was brought
beck to Maysville at the beginning of
Circuit Oeurt.
The grand jury returned a true bill
against him, and his trial was set for
today.
He was then taken beck to Covington
for safe keeping.
The greatest excitement prevails over
tee burint got !be negro
NERVOUS DISEASES
Treated Free!
file Caleb-Med Pnysician ard s presses'.
Fra. ken Mies, 0 0 • IL 8 , of u Ai-
cage. wi 1 seed $2 50 eerie el His
New Treatm.ni Free to Eack
et Our Afflicted Reaeors.
Oar effi cted readers wt111 certainly
uever have a better chance to try a hew
and highly recommended I re.tisient for
tieedache, I.Lzziuese, Dull: ess. Neural'
gee Beckactie. Weak titeuesen. Week
Heart, Nervou.neos, S:e-plessueee, Pros-
tra ion, Nu Ublie.12, Cramp*, etc.
Dr Miles' Special Treetaient is ter
latest result of twenty -five years of is
honors investigation and exteneive
experience, and his New Treatilueet is
eminently scientifi aud three times as
successful as the towel mettloes.
Many hundreds of prominent people
have testified to the almost miraculous
results of this new treatmeet The
Doctor has for years been well and fav-
orably know. IA a lea:1111g specialist in
tip se diseases, anti his offer should cer-
tainly be (weep. d by our afflicted read-
ers
Mr. C.- W. Buck. ii prominent banker of
Farlhault. Mimi.. was cur-il af.er six promi•
tient ph) •Ielttus of chicago and Ols,worre
Owl failed. Mr. J. S. Zeta of tnetanapo Is,
suite Ile, resentative of tueNeW York Life
Ineurauce Co., was cured after failure of
many physicians. Rev. C. It. Young, of
Chicago, ,was cured of esnistiont So./Watch...
sn'eplossobvss and nervous prostration after
• al speelali..is foiLisd.
Dr. Miles has had twenty-four yew-.
xperieutee and is wrll anti I..soraiii)
• thrilugheut this cuuntil. He has
ell able and rvenelre Corp. sit easistant-
and investigators iu isis laboreturies tie
usa patieuts in every State, !Lerritury,
cauaos mud Mexico, He cit4 Bally 111
yin's Ilse an ivied to Writ.- to SIM
You may helve have anothoir each an
epportunity Du Lae fail to write fie.
$2 :0 wor, h of free tr.-atm-tit. Atli-tr.-N-
CH FRANKLIN MILES, cierroir A•lam
anti State streets, I literal) I a0,3G
FOR wmte PtOPL
--- .
Next Sunday afternoon s1 1$ u'olock
there will be special re-twice, fur the
j ewhite people at the emored Christin
church. Re-erve hd seats it it who at
tend.
a
KNIGHTS OF LABOR AND TRUSTS.
Are the labor unions opteteed to
trusts? Do they look el on these vicious
coinbnations of wealth ise a nonace to
a
the rise of the woththatnah? The re-
cent pensions of iii.' general ap44-mbly of
the Knights of Lithur held ilia Boston
would 'seem to tudicat- that titey
decidedly so, and the feliossi. lg lestr.et
from the repel enianitted iit its-it no, to
lug by Lieneral Molter Worki•an Jelin
N PATM0118 would spew to ouch the.
-I
17.11Da tilireililio: the coming year thia re re iry
will be egain ixcited over the gesues that
will arise In the emit, et thsg will be
waged for the contra) of the irff..ire of
this country for the sueceeJlieg teur
years Perhaps the most importent of
these will be the trusts, for *to hap eot
oleterred the progr. ofl they m4\ snaking,
and who will eoutend that Idssy Carry
any charm for the wageworp•r? 'fi
le
ootutentratton of wealth as euiplosed ie
the iminqtries of our Dowry as to 
+.,o
many strikes during the Iasi ur years,
which have resulted to thid Working-
man's detriment wherever s
nations have beeu if! cted.
meet it is a question that
given your careful -moot's',
Ts I •• • •••••••1••••••••• •
Ta te t els Can ie easeert











Rev. 8. A. McElroy, Louisville,
accepted a call to the Preabyte
church at Oyntioana.
-0-
Little daughter of James Shelby
scalded to death at Speed.
-0-
Commissioner John B. Wood
Kentucky is making poor progresi
the conetruction of railroads.
-o-
Kentucky intercollegiate declama
contest in Richmond Friday.
--o--
Increased freight rate on mat
raised prices in Lexington.
-0-
Judge Parker dissolved injunctio
against the Om Ooancil preventing tit
letting of contracts for street impreiv
manes at Lexington to Off Home Oon-
structiou Company.
-o-
Robert Barnwell was held to answe
for the death of Fred Corinth, who was
hit with a brick, although the 'broiler




Roberts failed to pass Oolumbus You
Men's Democratic Chub.
-o-
Fible & Orabb's distillery, Eminen
Ky , was sold at auction for $25,000
George R. Washburne, Louisville.
cost $75,000 to build.
-0-
In a freight wreck near Somerset, o
the Cincinnati Southern, Engineer Tay
Ion was killed.
-0-
Colonel Oharlee Jewett delivered Ile
addre.Fs at Lexington Elks' memorial
-0-
Lancaster women went through RI-
ert McSpadden's clothing, saying tit/
wanted candy. His watch and sit)
dollars are missing.
-0--
Ex-Congressman Davison, of it
Eighth district, is at Washington I
push his contest against Gilbert.
-0-
Maysville Odd Fellows sent one he-
dred volumes to library of Widows al
Orphans' Home at Lexington.
-*-
Heins of J. S. Chenoweth, Minn
county, discovered that he left $12Son
deposit in the Bank of Kentucky, ieu•
levole, thirty years ago, and are sing
for it with interest.
-0-
DeWitt O. (imbue, Sheiby Oity,teLt
to Washington to secure a BeCondjicu-
tenancy in the Sixth infantry JJtbe
Philippines. His brother who Lhat
commission was killed in the tr
-o-
A difficulty between Press ett
and J. J. Brown, at Beach Gro Mc-
Lean county, resulted in Brow sine
seriously ataabee SOLII A. viral t
-o--
The appointment of t 012ge
postmasters has been r 
,3:acisedltnl:
nSant Ward, Living-to,
cs.uuty 0. 5 Bu II, Tor Wear
comity ; J. E. Far net, D Clark
ceuuty, rue H. M. M..yn iro,
Pike con iTy.
-0-
In Garrard county the body I gill
lam Tudor MU found steepen
rope from a rafter in his ba






lu the Democratic caucus all abb.
ingtou Representatives





Smith for Bankheed. all vollig for
Hi hardson on the flue' ballot exoept
Smith. Congressman Gilbert ate Fitz-
patrick were absent.
-0-
Thu Kentucky Interoollegi De-
clamatory Association, corn d of
Keutucky Cutest...1;y, Kentuc
Jell( gee L-zi gton ;Keutucky-




'pi-say, Hinman& will cold itsigular
annual emiteat this year Frl4s masa,
Oecemtwr 8. in the chapel of omit'
Uelveraity at Rs •huloud
-0-
The New Princeton Hotel kildiug
wile be sold on Mononv, er 18,
.1 Tome suction to satisfy a j ement
for four thousand and odd idollare
awarded the Fidelity Trust 00:9mq of
Louteville.
-o-
aptain Charles D 01 y, of
entomb iefantrv, whose h.
L x (lawn and eh° was min
montha ago while fiehring int
ilVirese, has been derailed as
croting fit •-•r it Nashville.
-0-
Bids were rinsed at this Poetliee De
patios'- it tar t 8,900 eget, nil mute.
mouth of the tint.. /ever. Keneee,
teeeer. ire expect.- rt too 'milli a scrap











Judgis Breathitt and moll•klyeturued
last [light from Eedyvtile '-re th y
went to ar, b titre Ju t e-
motion for a mitt(la.ory t/.11, gm, a
the Firot ward eoutested Pieties, ca..-
The minter else taken up J0, g,
Cook yesterday morning at nerve,
hour attorneys mime istmsueliv
preseetet ion' of their reap.-i'4 (-eel. is
tions and toe argues' tit
C tided until a late hour y
ternoim.
J wee s es. v. d lie
LICENSE ISA E
From Thursday 's 6a4,..
A in srri ge at...4w... wt.'
nor -u kf lit e. ' r e
Miller tn,,si Wt. •
tot MI lit the ilmetuoula vi
NEVER Teti OLD
TO BE MEP.
S. S, S, Is a Great Blessing to f4,..!„,d,ridnr.irle=1161axed
nearly all of the sickness.amorif
CI it is wholly) utioec. emery. By keep.-Old People, It Gives Them dderrplePe":a. el' c‘aenr he 
suatos.o•lded Most 
eptible to itllmesari
New Blood and Life, astheitro bk°disipuleirtehl:To can u. 'Vat theasisei 1".
from which they suffer so generally. 8 8. is
the renpody which will keep their ayeterna yowls. by purifying the 
blood,
thoroughly removing all waste accumulatiena. and impart-
ing new strength and life to the whole lately It increases
the appetite builds up the energies. and re ntis new life-
giving blood throughout the entire sys-tein
Mrs Sarah Pike. *1'7 Broadway, featutis lioeton. writes:
'• I am seventy years oki. and had not enjoyed good health
for teenty years I was sick iu different ways, and in
_ addition had Eczema terribly on one of my legs The
doe tor said that on account of my age, I would never be
-7.041 well a eisin. I took a dozen bottles of S. S. S. and it cAusid ma
- completely. and I am happy to say that
I feel as well as I ever did in my life."
Mr. J W Loving. of ( olquitt. Oa , says: "For eight-
'en Year, I ',offered tortures from a fiery eruption on
nip' elfin I tried almost every known remedy. but they
failed one by one and I was told that my age, which Is
sixty six, was against me. and that I could never hope
to be well again. I fioally took S. S. S., and it cleansed
my blood thoroughly, and now I am in perfect health."
8. 8. 8. FOR THE BLOOD
is the only remedy which can build up and strengthe
n
old people. because it is the only one which is guaranteed
free from potash mercury. arsenic and other da
maging
minerals. It is made from roots and herbs, and 
has no chemicals whatever
in it. S S S cures the worst cases of Screfula, 
lancer. Eczema. Rheumatism.
Totter, Open Sore.; Chronic Ulcers. Boils. or any 
other dieesse of the Wood.
Books on these diseases will be sent free by Swift 
Specific Co., Atlanta. Gee
Remcifibcr Thc Place
When in need of
anything in Ole Dry Goods line You
will do well to see my large and well as-
sorted stock.; knd you can always de-
pend on getting the best at the lowest
prices. The !argest line of Carpets,
Rugs, Mattiugs, Linoleums and Oil
Cloths in the city to select from. The
stars did not fall, but the prices on all
my Jackets, Capes ond Collarettes have.
Now is the time to buy. I have a lot
of Jackets and Capes carried from last
season. The prices will be cut half and
some ess than half. An invitation to
all. Be sure you call. Respectfully,
T.11 Jones.








roe: re 'sr If rpm' ent,eirfer
st vt Ile, Ky.
Mr" 4cvon experter tell.0b, tt, each On • • spcetalist or his LUSO °emanates
this school a.* art.f rr.-d by be lassie bi noes. The re are other schools
Ibis ours., but neuetho, can offer our facilities.
SEND NO MONEY nainnwrzrzwe will mod yea ow
mama WIMP MOM stelae NAOMI bf
ou can it SA your atartst fre,ait depot sad If Orr
perfewtly iharSreelory.erantly as represeEed , •••••,1 ourisertbse. sett
as bar as Hair arid TIM easerese Ultima Tr
gers NAAR. OW. PSI Special Offer Price $15.50re, tr•Yrbt Besot OCT
sad freight charges • naChitie song us nit roosts and tee frelibt *HI
maru's n muss f or melt mllee asei fT7155ff illayar Thal la
your °gni house, aud los trill rata= y.r1ILS O any day you are EWA
W•••11 dIllenrut raw wed grades et howler Rawbere at SSW
sn• arl, 1111.11* $12.00 awl Nu, oil tulle de•entled In our Pr. Ilwerlire
Illwelas• Cutters, buten-4e for this Slop ags• EMU! Stab= Is
re greatest valise rfeeed by say bore.
BEWARE OF IIISITATIONStY,""1.."...„.:r:ser.::
sseassalkofferstag reirso errs- varier games, with wwlesele-
21wwwiwilh Write wars leiewl • ths501 MOM UTIO0r• 'ramble .41 IAN a...et
THE BURDIC  gatara.",;;Ver,r4A,Tri„2,1MUM MMUS KUM, WITS vu
IMIIICTS SS WM. Made by
beet airkers le Ares..
it. bort sararsloasamy
ra buy.
SOLID QUARTER SAWED OAK
closed theeetirepulat frogs ought . to be 2. a gnaw WM/
wroth Ike ethereal" with fell loner Sara ace wed al ais
Wrier. a Isaydreae. bat IMO Amelia llowlau. ware* ems
based eel aroma sebbossw•kesase 0112101..fttleliwial•=1012e
esiairik all.P.SIbl• MOWN
ma, goo use four asellen iralead.6141:211 0101110.ameslegic
ausi,bebl a wlader. adjy"abl.bis48"lasp==="WP=1.617.omMisstsbls yr...osier
rag* drisspiard, bred 64 bor.'s** daggrid sed esearrall sr leesill4
eitha Wawa CLIAltalgn bellaaarerba rallessallbsoll
sraless rates ore. allsolosse Is turelsbel al ea
arsetion Book tells ter bee abysses* nu Read r allM11.111 LaS_UST
had of toos7 • ork • Ibleare'llimeagemmaripie eeetalb MPS lollomoo
IT tom you mom ...... lei essiollbieralle=speralltame year 10 a
ak ad thee if ennereed r yes  are w WM 66rist to 66. MI /61,64m
sr 
413:7_16106_ _
'TO arrras M foi I Olt list say ens *lads three isarbs youpay retire IIIMISIIIK alla Seitet.
SKIWT =LAT Mears, kossbark it *bare tbresurblv rellabla.-11d1ter.604
Address, SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO. Chime • S.




sent us on consignment from a noted
manufacture ho had too many
of them, with orders to
SELL THEM REGARDLESS OF THEIR
REAL VALUE. PRICES RUN
LIKE THIS:
$ 2.00 F K IRIS FOP
$ 3.00 • •• $2.00
$ 4.00 •• •• $2.75
$ 5.00 •• $3.50
$ 7.50 $5.00
$10.00 •• •• $7.00
$12.60 $9.00
Sec Them in Our Show
Wind(ovv•
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Alma bade( poirckri are hs
11111•01116 re Scsith cf the ;
FROM DAY To DAY.
EDWARD 0. LEIGH. the well-
known newspaper man, has en-
nouooed his candidacy for °bier Clerk
of the Rouge of R presentative*. He
claim, to have a strong following in the
11001141.
TSB NATIONAL 00UNJIL of the
Grand Army of the Republic decided
that the next reunion will be held &a-
lbs last week of August, 1900, in Chica-
go.
GEN JOHN B. GORDON. of Geor.
get, now and for the past ten years
Commander-iu-Ohnef of the Oontederate
Veterans of AMerl0a, made a declare-
gum ou the Philippine question yester-
day. He said:
"My sympathies go oat to the mem
who are fighting seder Um Stars sad
Stripes wherever they are, and I am not
in favor of pulling she flag down. I
guess that shows where I stand."
JANUARY 4 IS THE date set for the
sale of the Peoria. Decatar and Irene.
villa 1 he Illinots Oelatral a ill *yenta-
ally gel ooutrel of the read.
IOMA0111 J. rsomilawsat, be
plasta, sad as., Pagertwaki was
Ilimallora Oa beard Ike ilifelllet
°male, MOO strive., as New VOA
yisilorday trots Istverpool,
41111•=11•••••
1.0 LI/ rwliit, • Doom and Fed-
eral recent er of public moneys in Ala-
bane, left M tormenter, Taesday night
for the Hawatiau cud Samoan Islands
to investigate the conditions there with
reference to has proposed emigration of
Southern negroes. He ROSA as the news
of his r toe and of a large sugar produc-
ing syndicate, which bait made 'abates-
Mel investments there.
-- -
EX iltSSIVE SMOKING OF cigar-
ettes is held be Coroner Waiker to be
Ike maw of the death of Ed Hutchison,
aerie abeasson..e or the Adams Express
Oompany, which occurred at Evans-
ville. The remains have been shipped
to 0 elogsville, Ky., Hutchison's old
home.
SENA rOR .0NR8, OF Arkansas,
ohairmari cf the Democratic national
esesmittee, has se..t t at lettere to the
Mem& -re sacvia rh-jr view* es to the
dew aid h. n -it meettog.
• PRO' 0 4AL 10 ramp out the
practice of ge lee oleomargarine for
butter ha. off-red in the house of
repreeent•tiv.e in the shape. of a tax of
left cew• a pout d on the imitation
product.
THE PROJEOr TO erect at Chicks-
insud• tettional park •n •'arch of oat
ouseeet" le • reementorase the heroism
of th'- met tow iceder, received im-
peta by lin • tor 0•1110110O Of a bill loath
lug the n. reeeary pr Tie
te
• ID the see-
ELEVEN FOOfBALL ‘PLAYERS
have died .ince 8.-ptember alb, as the
resets of joet a r.ceived in the game,
and trerey in .re hay- been hurt, many
of the a time,
--
Mit HENRY WILLI INS, formerly
of Greasy, act Dow city editor of the
Pint Oily rune*, who was Enrolling
Olerit in the last tower hortge, is not a
ca &initiate f r re-election He says he is
entritting to run against seven women
candieates However. Mr. Williams is
a oeu tiriste for Aesi.tant Clerk of the
Hou.e.
•RRANGE tiEN re tRE ABOUT
°oust let.. • at Wsenington, D. 0., for the
Mareouic celebration of the centennial of
the deasn of George Washington on
Decetneer 14. Large numbers of Mas-
otti from ad fee..-r the United SMOG and
Cause ere exp ce•t so attend.
FO.ALOLORHAVK been I.-
▪ from W sv Department to give
effect to to. ree-ney announced decision
or 8 'V-tar. U 'us to reduce the force of
Cuts- drate. f(neptil in Cabs.
AMERI :AN BOOK Oompany
c err -t.d .e.redations by which the
goon. • permicetten of the Harper Bros.'
cote,. and high =hoot text books is
Sr ,o,f•areert
EE WILL BE three eclipess-
r .co and one of the moon-
u: 0 )ear 1900 May 28th the
e• et of with a total eclipse, be-
7:41 in the morning. VI.-
ter North America. Jun* 19
Ilsol vac • • ill be partially eclipsed.
61 . r the Unitel States and be-
g p to s ,e r ?2,id the
Wier-A of to.; e u • lit Omar.
▪ SO the Nay World.
DE Xl001, ATI 01, k.i, Sixth Ten.
asses Oestgreseional district are engine
Uracey Childers, of the First Ten-
DettiMe reginient, who resented lima
the Pallippiatw Wei week with kis gal-
lant 00.1111Waitd, to make the Taal fee
u,cress The gealeat T•prellsEialtV•
tal Sae lion John W Galan, lam ii la
sassed Otti Obielete veleta make a
sareilf MOO 4
TUB COMBINED VALUE of the
whet* eath and awe or" ia Kamm












[SAL TO NSW MIA.)
FRANKFORT. Ky, Dec. 7.--
manes crowd was present iu the,"
Senatechamber this morning tornd
the session of the State /Cloche
of Oommissioners.
The session began at 9 .80 o'c
The entire morning was cons
Judge Thomas F. Hargis, rep





a most convincing way that it • °°'
only the right but the duty of t ard
to Meatiest, the returns
The mooch of Judge Hargis the
argument
At the conclusion of the add 19
o'clock, the board avjeurned Jtook
the matter under acivtgetneut
Judge Pryor announced tit the
board's writtec opinion wilt be
down Ile-morrow or next day. 1%titeee
It will probably be $aag Hee fore
the opiate's, which will doily.. be
,eophy, is prepared.
Pr hen the decision is niadd ° the
ctertificeites of election w1 tined
either to the entire Republi lichet 
or
the entire Democratic ticke
If the defeated candidate
other than Governor or
Governor wish to coolers,
notices at once, though the
not be tiled nutil eight wee
tice is given.
Therefore, the esadidatee
the original certificates will
flee and serve as long as th




(Ariectet to maw auto
READING, Pa., Dec T.- Hold.
111 Mont homier, factory Was .dto'
sq.
Two girls are hisowis to ha lohod
Some.
SIM girls are missies
earIt It l•d they were oraa4
RIIIRitititallt,11 Rif
Mrs. Michael Curtain, Plat 111
makes the statement that s tight
cold, which settled on her 1 she
was treated for a- month by wily
physician but grew worse. her
that she was a hopeless victim( con•
gumption id that no made* could
cure her Her drugniet sturilliri Dr.
King's New Disoovery for,Oonagnion ;
she bought a bottle and to h ligbi
found herself ben-fitted from doge.
Abe continued as ye and af king
six bottles found hihself soon well
Now doer her own housework is aa
well as she ever was. Free bet-
ties of this Great Disenve t L.
La &gm's, 0 K
J 0 Orioles and A. P.
10'43
Plie
rug stores; every 'retie gu eed ;
ouly 50c and $1 00
TRANSVAAL CAB
Iceatettaftem TO NEW ERA.
LONDON, Eine, D -c , 7 - Ch rs
ire mistime on the hubs near
fomnt e Wher.i the greatest haul
war is expected to take plate. th
The Boers are s'All ahellin
smith.
They are also reenforcing for time







icABLPOit•D TO 51w iFt•
MANILA. P I Dec 7.-(een.
who hes been tu the interior p
Aantnaido, was heard from to- as
Viesu, where he pressed back a
rebel fo.ce
His troops killed ninety of the g-




ki al i'lVreat: U1s00Tery
One •X/331E;Of Hell'eaareiDis-
Neter] Caren ail kidney and Stier
troubles, removes gravel, cures dithes,
*tunnel emigaion, weak and lameeck,
rheametiam and oilirregularity. the
kidneys and bladder in 'troth in d
. eeu. Reatilat•a:Novicier tro it
Lf i s. it :.y your
el..ree sent by sue • on eceipt Le
Owe small mese% re rwm month'inee.
moot, and etill ',qr.. Fatly ease/owe
elembened. E. W. ii,,S. Je manutactnret, Sr. Louis.lio..
ornierly Waco. Term.
Hold. oy T. D. Armistead,
Hopkineville, y.
READ THIS.
Jackson, Miss., Jan. 17, 181111
I have for years been a s uffererwm
kideey and bladder trouble.; give
tried all remedies that I could fid
had almost given up all hope er
getting relief, until I tried Hall'
Discovery. I am now using it





[SPECIAL TO THE SEW IOU} ll
.. ,
CLEVELAND, Tenn-, Dec. 6.--ra 6.
Mowry, Jr, a farmer, aged 22 reeve.
siding in the mountain section of
ley County, this afternoon wtel a
el -et
rege over some trivial matter, kneed
his wife in the head with a millalee
then cut her throat with a rasff A
short time afterward, realising will hp
had done, he cat his own throat ye
the same resor. Beth are of pro t 05
families in the Denton in whieh ley
Lying In The Street;
Ie'pccleL TO NEW Itft•.
NEW YORK, Dec. 7 -The whip
describing horsed as Mrs Emily 4.
low. of Chicago. who recently seen( a
cabman of &netting her and roltaa
her of $3,600, wee found helpless ilia
gegen Sunday from alcoholism. k
Bigelow had a bank book showi a
balauee of $30,000. She eat. anablirk,
give any coherent accennt of herse
GEORGE WASHINGTON
ORIAL Association has made tin
request that on Dec 14, 1899, the
teenial anniversary of Washingee,
death, all the schools of the land
suspend the regular order of pi
at 11 a in and devote twenty min•
flymidel So Nog Bray soa memorial programme, including
11 113191.110, Moo Deo. 7.-116 tine eulogy of the life and character




J. F. "boll. if 81. Louis, is stoppiug
at the Pboeu ,x.
J. le Brown, of Clinton, i- a guest at
the Phoenix hotel.
W. E. Jones, of Keokuk, lows, ii the
guest of the Phoenix.
Mr. J. J Dew, of Todd cunity, was
in the city this morning,
Mr. S. J. I-Jodi/wen, ef telerksville, is
registered at the Phoenix.
W. B. Davis, of Keeseille, Tern . is
registered at Hotel Le tit
Lee Blame and J J. H. Nevizir, itt
Nashville. ore retries red at the Let tome
Mrs. R. 0. Lawson left this morning
for Todd couuty to •.oir relatives aun
friends.
Jaws A. Bitter a- ti J. Hoene, of
Evansville, are re.istered thday as the
La. ham.
8. K ()wady and W H. AI trttn.
Louseville, are •utoue the guests at the
Phoenix hotel.
Mr John P. Burnett has returned for
the holidays after a successful business
trip throegh Texas.
Miaa Mary Quarles, of Clarksville,
spent 1 days thin week with Mrs
F. B. Ktuuy, on South Main street.
W. H. Howe,?. F. Davis, J. 0. Suth-
erland, W. N. Vandever, ,re artee.e
the fie Lams traveling men at the Lt.
Maio,
H. W. Kawkina, W B. Shalcroes, 0
T Hotchkise, J. IC Slack, A. A Air
Keidin, Jame/. Parish an t R. B Rut




Forbes di Bre . luTe I, ell awarded
She contract for reamer; lug the interior
of the Hopper betide:le eres,ly de-
stroyed by the burning of Wyly's drug
store, several weeks ago. The work of
removing the debris begat yeetetday
and the work le being earth d imt with
disiritch Mr Wyiy fp tri up,
the betiding with s Mow stork as *obi
as Om work is
* 2=22
NYS CIOAR atANO,
Capt. Whitlow, proprietor of Hotel
Latham, has bought do, eig ir end news
stand attache-1 to the hotel, which had
been leased to Mr. Waiter &gin, and




Dagg & Richards have begun the
erection of a pretty cottage for Judite
I Landes at the corner of Virginia anti
Sixteouth streets, opposite Judge Silo-





Oomplinientary to mothers won
daughter., alias Mary Cautpbe It -alit
give an illuAtr•trd 1,-;Ere on hesite ape
hygiene in the 1- ores room of the Fi
Preetigteretn churce. Saturdey aft. r
noon, at 2 o'oloek So- j 'CS: "A Wo-
mates Value to Society "
Admission free. Ladies are request-
ed to be in their wags promptly. d9t.
VAN DIKE Ir EA1ON CO.
_
Manager Holland takes the meatiest
pleasure of announcine fe lee p !tine
of his theatre and she einueemeee pan-
ne that the popular V .11 Dyke & Eaton
Co will be at his tiestre was work,
presenting a new pier leach Maths to
cheap prices, arid he p :et:eta:It gee ran
tees t is company the Ned tints has ever




Farmers from ev..ty s• orlon of the
county state that they have rot had a
more favorable season for hog killing in
several year.. A weprity of she farm-
ers have killed their porkers, and frown
.nett and country shimmer* are plentiful
on the market. Many Elopkioeville
citizens buy their ment on the pole each
year, grind their ewe.) ge and cure the
bacon. Many we eh-loads of hogs,
butchered and re ett to be out and sal.
ed, have beer, sold to families here.
--41.•••••-•••
MANAGER HOLLAND PRESENTS A
PLZZLE.
Manager Holland preigents the follow•
tug puzzle He wet give two • eaten
tickets for the Van Dyke at Eaton On






Add sex figures from the above to
count 21.
File answers at Postal Telegraph Co.
- - • non=www,-- -
THE POSTMASTER GENERAL,
when first promulgating the law allow
in private mailing cards bearing wen -
ten Illeaseffets to go throegh the mails Pi.
the one-cent rate of latetropt, the sense ate..
the regular rate on government poshaai
oards, limited their use to the dovecot-sr- I
t
mail', and prescribed certain &indite:me
in regarh to size, c dor, etc. e)ti-' of tre w
*auditions was that each car t to b.
mailable should bear upon its facet the
worth,' private matting care.- Thou
sands of private =sebum/ cards were pre
pared under the regu!ations and wire
admitted to the wails all 1:17de tee coun-
try
In order to r-nder the card" transmis
sible in international mat% the Poet.
master General later on prescribed as a
new (rendition cinder It,, tetras of the
postal union cotiventio that they ahould
bear the worda, "Postal card --Carte
potetale," in addition to the printing re-
quired by the origin al regnettione. Tie
effect of this was to render onmtii be
all the cards that. had been printed
which neecsearily caused v ry cm-' d -
able inoonvente cc so;wise
using the mirth.
The Panama en General, to vernedy
this trouble hats adopted new r
egula-
tions, whib, w bll require, the 
worth.,
"Poeta] card---( lane poet; .1e'' to be 
plate
ed on private eiriltna cards to be 
sent
abroad, do not reepire them on 
those
that are used in Hie done...sun 
ma. Is.
New A re ear M.saner; ll
joth Hobbs' O 
fuss. A 





N esees...„.-eseseyeep.,ee.•„..,„. se en
A reactionary storm period is Iii pro-
! Whew as December oomes in and wide
areas et rain and snow will be passing
east 
s wrp.lerodietia:riebortowtrhtalhe ep"dertahinodT on 
extentsSite 
ffirrosiet
the thh te ere, Outing which the Moon
is in 
the 9th. Abuut the eth; barome-
ognuatrht e o eoln-
ti et lei tquater arat at first
ter and chaege to wourner will set in
over we.tere sectione, sod these condi-
dons will move eastward, growing in
melee:ode and lutetium', resulting in
eau end snow Over moat parts of the
ceuutre turf the 11.11. 71b. 8th. and
9 n,
A b• as rd to the northward will be
tine soi m&1. dallls date. Much milder
w, ether, getteraily, will follow ;or stye.
rtel de, •.
Ut• er reuebieg the 121h and 13th
took f r reatiblUe 10 much warmer, at-
eluded by e fishiest heremeter and gen-
eral teturn to storm cetelittous ono
ator meas.
Marked fall of barometer and general
reliant of widow atoms will be natural
daring etorinep nod of 16th to 20th
iffu•i ninon at art eclipse bode, at great
eat cloy u ureituatiou, fails on the 16 h.
Auutuer reeCilt.11 to warmer, with
falling barometer awl mare rain mai
snow may be co'uuted on during the
third an;i 24th aed days touching them.
Moon is in apogee on the 921.1d, on the
celeetiat q woe on the 234d aria at last
cleaner I». the 24th. rno indications
are that Uhrtettiete wet be clear, Or
clearing, with ristiot barometer anti
quite cold in most Recisions of the coun-
try. A reenter swim period, blendeu
with a mercury distarbance, covers the
am four or Awe days of December.
tH lit•iditizts au1111111
Has found mat her tittle i nes are en-
proved more by the pleataut Syrup or
Figs, worn in need of the leashes effect
Of a wellies resuetty, thee by any other
0111111teis a, joy it mid it banditti them
tee tree ftetetit thrust rot Pigs, tit Male
stait sited by the Without§ Phi 147rup
titb WO:
aos. a 4111/24e=
A Reunion of Veterans,
f tiPktl44. 5011W 111144
ORD/tit RAPIDS, I., Dee, I....The
Shun aenual teeentig DI the Society of
the Array of the Iffoutter, which is
o tinpowie of the rORMAMIlia which saw
e. Mee III the war of the rebellion in
the campaigfis west of th,, Mississippi
gird north ef the Hee flyer, will b3 held
its the- city ro lay, a tech I. the thirty-
•'-Tenth alitriateevery of the battle of
Prairie Grov•, Ark. Invitations and
pregratem• • Lave been sent to 600, and
it is sip-' fed er 'rest half of them will
b. here. A b. q will be given and
lie ealoweo he tee annual camp ere, at
which Oapt H. M. Einhh..rd, of this city
will preside. 1 officer• of she society
ire Preet•telif, N. A. Hubbard, Cedar
Karoo., Is. ; Spier, t try, John 0 Bon-
...el, Co c .g'; erea-nrer, Charles eiey-
etre, 11, w •ult• C.
!Atte A Ivices.
TO %KW ERA.]
LONDON, Dec. 7. -Latest advice'
from the b'-leaguered cons of Lady•
smith an.1 Mafekiia. are that the 13.. ers
are making more deseerate efforts than
ever to take both places. They are tieing
new Olaf atuus ja.s te arra 111 command
ine pueisieti-, OIA43 ti-- boinbarrinie
ut is
int,.....o.111. TOP lall•-gel are said to be
shotelow woe grew accuracy. and 'eve
rai bi.: cia-s of tee tineseh at Ladysmith
n,•••• 11.,- • sttsiltered
fie Will Hang.
iieo,o1AL TO ININ IMA;
R I LEI N 0 , Deo. 7-A; Lam-
b tie"-, N. O.. o Nev. 4, Reuben ROPII
( • il••• ) • sr caeorictro if felonious as-
nit. au.e twuteuteet to be hanged today.
-Its vs-urn was M a tient. Ingram, a
hkby respected escly. The twilit% of
I-'. polee was so strong against the
prisoner at the trial that the court bad
to exercise great precaution So prevent
an outbreak &gigues him. It was only
the feet teas the people felt confident
0644 speedy juetice weeld be meted out
se the orate teat rertrained them from
violence. Tbsspr:soner, however, had
lair trial, and tit guilt was clearly
eatabliehed.
American Way Better.
(SPLCIAL TO NUN Kg.)
NEW OKLEANS, Dec. 7.- Colo-
u" Scully, Untied States 
army Quar-
termaster berg, has been, eseatining the
British massItod of transpostation for
army mules He visited a .noariber of
the transports which were loaded et this
port. Under the British system Axe an
inials are placed in a stall, while the
Americans put ten in the stall. In oth-
er ways the American system is better
than the British.
--
a rosy OF A r LAVE.
To be bound hand and foot for years
by the chains of disease is the wors
t
term of slavery. George D. Williams,
Maticheeter, Mich., t-tis how such a
•ilt•e was maus tree. He says: e'My
• ife h.• been so helpless for five yeurs
hat 110. r•inlid not turn Over in bed
a one A'S-e. using two bottles of Elec.
ri+1 Bitter.' she le wonderfully tmprov-
d arid able to do tier ow u emit." This
.uprenie remedy for female (hewer.i
quickly cureeneritUrilliefe, sleeplessness,
ebancholy, headache, bacbachet, faint-
t g and dizzy spells. This miracle
working medicine is a godsend se weak,
ockly, run sown people. Every bottle
arrantr!ed. Only 50 cents. Sold by
L Eight, 0 K. Wyly, R. 0. Hard-
oleic, J. 0. Cook and A. P. Barham
.eggists.
sugar Making In Old Meilen,.
It has often been wondered at that
M exico, with a climate admirabl
y
adapted to sugar raising, has never mi
-
tered into competition with the Unite
d
Sta tea. Official figures show that 
the
republic of Mexico is now 
producing
armoally about 80,090 tons of suga
r, all
made from cane and with the 
most
primitive machinery. It is all 
con-
sumed at home. Figures which
 are
also official show that Cuba 
produces
ann iially a million tone of 
sugar, or
twelve times more than is 
Produced
in Mexico, and on one-fifth 
the num-
ber of plantations. The reason 
ad-
vanced for this difference is that Cuba
employs modern methods of machin-
ery, while Mexico does not. There is
no likelihood that Mexico will come
into the sugar market as an exporter
for a great many years. Cuba, how-
ever, will develop with great rapidity
In the manufacture of sugar, and under
American direction her factories are
expected to almost double their output
within a decade. Mexico cannot hope
to probdeucaingforimndiduasteryle ruinvtail isnh et hfieisscuagrda;
her old custom of manufacture and





SUDDENLY BECAME INSANE. "1-ee
ALL SIGNS POINT
Mrs Lizzie Zeiss, of Paducah, Brought to TO A COLD WINTER.
lhe Asylum.
Mrs. L Asia Z miss, of Paducah, was
twinge% woe to toe asylum yesterday.
the' Pecluoith Sun tells of her insanity
as follows:
Mrs. Lizzie Z ties, a widaw with ,'ix
small children who lives at Ninth and
Tennessee streets, became suddenly in'
sane last night, aid came near destroy •
tug evtrythlug le tbe bones.
She tore down curtains, tiroke up fur-
niture and del malty other things. She
was found in the gu:ter, out in the cold
last night by a Mr. Yopp, aid canted in
:u pzeveut her being froz utedie.
This mike/ Utlic:r Thin Orr found
tier id an alley, a el took her into eteto-
oy• she Willi ULM% oy lid 10 the (uaut)
ceurt- bowie, where 0 .ficer Jarvis guard-
ed her all the tureutiou and then tarried
tier ever to Deputy Sneriff Gus Rogers
Ii the meantime caerges of lunacy
were prel erred against her.
rue woman has a sad history Het
Oldest Cbt.d does but appear to be over
deTcll or eight years uld. tier buebanu
aved here a few years age, but tied lee•
real ruouthe ego in Alebams 1'1w
widow moue mire awl wet* In tit.P:Ilute
commie' sileteil for q tee ahii, uutli
'the received the item. Alice tio her hue
baua's life, $3.000 of whiter Was Ia the
Woodman of the World. In addijitou
she had $6,000 more, and there is now
daiestug about t9,000. blarehal Collins
has been thformed th-it the woman has
been robbed by various people, and that
she does not kuow the difference b
ween a nee dollar bill anti a ten dollar
It is said that last night, to her
frenzy, she hurued while of her money.
It is known that much of iris miositig,
eud may have b en hidden about the
"ablet:T woman is said to have had spells
before, but never PO bad as this time.
-ewe-
PAL ziINGE kW: (olivitaialUITY.
_
Whet the bitettmer I tweed Per cad
Si listS tle I tome
Vitt twisiluer, tiiu.I sit His (sloughs§
Italic Mei 1111110 of 111-11141 ItAtI141, leek II
Weil NV fteni lite ell) bulls, met ;to
he loft Om tentenetit lotuses ititblild hint
end trial on the tetritigy turf, its yet
uniouentel by the unholy trolley ears;
and viewed the broad expanse of green
field* hind groves, tinged by the red
hand of -.aunt& his heart was glad.
Ile stroiIsJ alone the med, switching
at the weeds on the wayside with bis
cane, and drank in the pure country
alr.
Soon by the road lie saw a small
cottage, hidden by vines bearing clue-
tent of purple grapes, anti he stood
still and contemplated the scene Ira his
beart's cone:tn.
"Ale" lie said. "here indeed one may
find rest and quiet. Here the coaree
Iron baud of progress has made no
impression."
A little boy came from the house,
dirty faced and curly haired. his frock
covered with some sticky red sub-
stance. And as the Dreamer looked
upon him the boy smiled, and his 11111C-
ulate face became Inquisitive.
"lab." thought the Dreamer. "Here
is the typical American farmer boy,
the Dewey boy."
Then a girl. trim and slight, came
from the house. "Maud Muller."
thought the Dreamer. The American
fanner boy yelled to the girl. "Hurry
up. Liz." and they disappeared around
the house. "After the cows," thought
the stroller.
Soon he heard a familiar sound. a
burring metallic sound, and turning
around suddenly he saw the American
boy anti the girl riding down the road
on bicycles. The Dreamer was rudely
nwakened. 'lle stood in the road look-
ing after the bicycles, and as the riders
turned a sharp corner on the road he
heard a laugh and something which
sounded like "rubberneck!" And be
viteortnderedr..-New York Commercial Ad-
u
se
OOM PAUL AS A DINER OUT.
He Vs Sot the Hest Genial sad Ate-
preciatts e of Gamete.
Toward the end of March. NM,
President Kruger came over from Pre-
toria to Johannesburg. and on the 25th
of that month he was entertained at
a banquet by the leading men of the
towu. It was stipulated beforehand
that, as hie honor was not in the habit
of dining out at so late an hour as 7
o'clock, the dinner must be at 6. which.
It was added, was a concession to the
curious customs of the uItianders.
Punctually to the moruent Paul Kru-
ger arrived. Ile does not possess a
dress coat, but wore his usual rusty
black frock coat, crossed by the broad
green ribbon of his office. His breast
bore his orders and decorations, but
the stars looked shabby and would
have been all the better for a little
polishing up. Ile duly sat down to
the banquet, and a predlkant. or cler-
gyman. said a portentously long grace.
The president did not take soup and
drank no wine. Ile called for a big cup
of coffee and ate two plates of fish.
Then the toastmaster called for silence
and explained that his honor had had
enough and wanted to go home.
Captain Van Brendle, a genial old
German, the lauddrost or civil magis-
trate of Johannesburg, promptly got
up and proposed the president's health.
Kruger replied In a gruff, throaty, hus-
ky voice, and after talking almost un-
intelligibly-of course In Dutch-for a
few minutes he reached under his
chair for his battered old top hat, put
it on and nodding to the assembled
guests went away.
The rest of the dinner and speeches
Id to be got through without him,
sail after his departure an audible
sigh of relief went round the hall, for
ht. tines not eat prettily, and his pres-
ence did not conduce to harmony or
good fellowship.-London Mall.
Itermaise's learoendeuee.
Josef Hofmann, the famous young
Owlet. Is fond of all sorts of sport,
eepecialttf of skating, In which, as a
boy, he excelled. When visiting St.
Petersbarg a year or two ago. Josef
was summoned to play before the ex-
empress, the hour named being neon
3 to 4 in the afternoon. It was a 
per-
fect day. The Neva was frozen over,
of course, and the skating was at Its
height. Immediately after luncheon
Josef s father found his son dressing
as if to go to the palace.
"Where are you goingr he demand-
ed.
"To play for the empress."
"But you are not to go until 3
o'clock."
"Three o'clock! If I wait until then.
It will be too late to go skating.
gulag now!"
He went. And It is not • surprise
to any one who knows Hofmann!. to
learn that he played for the ex-ein-
wens as MOD BO be reached the team*
alai that he went off and skated the.
rest of the afternoon.-Vertlict.
Zaaervelfre Mott Street Desk.
Just before Israel Zangwill. author
of the "Children of the Ghetto." sail-
ed back In disgust to Europe he a•as
taken by a party of Bohemian friends
down into Chinatown. Ile went the
usual rounds of the Chinese restau-
rant, the Chinese theater and the
opium joints anti wound up In the joss-
Wiese. He seemed very much i
nter-
ested is all he saw. He made copious
notes during the evening and asked
great rasny questions.
Somebody asked him what he
thought of it all.
"Wonderful!" be replied. "And all
these unfortunate people live In the
neighborhood of Mott street, do they?
"Well, in that case I think I'll write
another book all about these poor
wretches. And I think, too, I will call
It the "Children of the Motto
!"-New
Iranoracia
A ciores observation of the columns of
the country weekly exebenges show
that the rural proph 4 say Met the
any
present waiter ie going to be an awful
cold one, and the man who don 
$ of these tufallib:e (?) berm is oonsidered
'by tre orepheta of the "bitch precinct.," 1.0......"
,
I as little eels than insane, says the Louis- illeo-
vide Timed
One of the signs is that if the moss on g'...
the trees is thin the winter will e light
but if it is cieuk the weather wil be se-
ver the rural proguoetteati as say =,
the moss is very thick this year.
A •t bet is that the sur fl ewer stet 60
sect and lute stalk dried up with te hart
turned towards the north pole ad tbe
farm r SA,/ s that eveey ea fi stir sow
seen standing in the garden j t as lt
grew, is a silent sentinel which giving
the people timely warning to spare
for an ettremely bard winter. I
Iii. said thet the trey-vines id not
climb high on their sapports, W011Ittl
around them near tne ground, inch is
a sure sign that th Winter Is dog to
tri a very severe one.
rue shack is else said to
t nick on the ears ..f core, an,) at, ten,
is et, e etied by nearly every I rue r
a err' 1111 sign that he roust pre ate wed
fur his stuck for svinter, as tee w. tither
is going to be very reseti anti e
The hornet is regarded by tit farmer
as one of the best winter pro. t.us the.
has yet been heard truer aud he tom.
Who writes the ...pallier pimp stag for
the alumna:11s not in it all with see
littler beldheaded hornet as a °retailer
of winter weather. The 6..r et m.d.-
os house near tn.. WOO nil t" )411t 11016
mer mild this jaet settles it tnere ig
going to be 11, winter here itr
so cold that there is gm .1 d
every creature possessing ant
beteg /mien stiff s. an iron





TRUTH IN AN OBIT ANY.
_
Nellaithe a tlealls Hoed Sin Matte Co
matte People i us tooter Is,






to hear IL (11114.01 au 11.nn,
401106 WWI hIs ol.ploov,
was down from the city, tett
Pcw•
The Minister told what very tine
there know to be the Oath the dead
man-a faithful betlever in Christ, a
man of high integrity, lts wit • justice
and honesty tlw unnunity
trusted, liberal to the poo , sulking
blanielens muter every heir law.
"Was nil that truee:' still Johts as
he and the doctor walked Ipotne.
"Every word of it." •
"And yet," said the yondg man. "1
got the impression the ot er day at
the funeral that neither Id nelghbore
nor his family felt his tIeatl very deep-
ly. Indeed I faucled I a look of
relief on their faces."
The doctor was silent f Merit.
"Yon are too shrewd a 'observer,
Jack.- he said. "The sq4e lok•ed to
manage. Ile was a busy, energetic
mate and he thought It Lis duty tb lash
every men and woman wh was pot as
busy and as energetic as h set  Ills
tongue was like a goad. Ile was a
man, too, who never pral o encour-
aged anybody. His wife children
probably never heard a-,w of com-
mendation froui him ID their lives.
strive as they might.
"Then be complained incessantly of
the weather, of his food, of the state
of the church anti the country, of
all that his family dld or, did not do.
lien to come into the robin. you felt
that a (-hilly fig had cios5d upon you.
"end yet in spite of tbee&, faults the
squire nag faithful in his twin to his
friends and to God. Ile p bably never
was conscious of these dIsagreable
traits, but they were so noticeable that
his neighbors nod even tis children
anti his wife could not help a certain
feeling of relief when lie leas gone."
"I wouder." bald Jack, ttif lie knew.
hewhen wakeued In t other life.
bow depressed and nuplealisant a Chris-
tian he had been in this?"
"And I wonder." said t e doctor. if
there is no way for you • ti me to tinii
out our petty faults-our disagreeatle
personal traits-fu time t mend them
here In this tift.?"-You 'a Compan-
ion.
The Morels Wu !eV.,
"Perhaps the most effictuai system
with the mutineers In the church."
writes Ian Maelaren Int The Ladies'
Home Journal, "is not scolding and
storming, but a policy of sedation. As
nature makes a cyst an Meioses any
strange material eti that be kept sep-
arate from the body. le. this man be
imprisoned in a place b himself. If
he should offer any mark upon
church affairs, let the oilier person
answer on the state of the weather.
and If he eritielse a se on say that
you are sorry to hear of de dyspepsia.
If he team to speak at church meet-
ing, let the silence be s Ii as may be
felt, and after he has poken let the
chairman call for the unit business
as if he had never exis If he has
ever to be spoken to, ti e best plan is
to treat him as an absu silty awl play
around him with ritlicu for this will
give much Innocent am ment to oth-
er people, and it is th particular at-
tack which be cannot s nd. Between
loneliness and laughter be will depart
to another church."
General Rill er.
Mainly About l'eople lye that there
Is a fund of grim rdonie humor
about General Buller. OViien he n-as
adjutant general in that Horse guards.
a question was reimel s preeise na-
ture does not niatter-b the field mar-
shal commanding In lrsrP,and and refer-
red tm headquarters, 1 was decided
then by Buller (of c4uree speaking
for the Duke of Comb ge) In a fash-
ion that did ot please this same field
marshal whoj had brOu ht It forward.
He act-order ly protest 4l. The second
answer wausfto uphold he Drat. "The
decision wnA given." w te Buller, "in
accordance with the ent estab-
lished by my predeces4uir as adjutant
general"--in Other wore by the very
field tuarshir who ha4 been dissatis-
fied with It!'
goaleh Res ,saie.
We most warm u to our work.I
Thie church should be n fire for God,"
declared the Rev. Dr. M. E. Cady to
the Western Avenue M thodist congre-
gation during a recent sitervice in Obi-
cago.
"Fire! Fire! The ch rch Is on firer
echoed a voice from the organ loft,
and an instant later t e organist half
ran, half fell, down t le steps to the
platten]] in his haste t escape. Smoke
poured up through th. cracks In the
floor and filled the h4,ase. The choir
escaped from the loft.4 and one of the
congregation ran to jhe nearest fire
alarm box and sent in alarm, which.
quickly brought the engines. Fire
caught from an ove eattel furnace,
but was quickly ext uislitel, with a
loss of e25.
He ltatewe Cl Bible.
Oom Paul, or nus Johannes
Paul Kruger, to give h all his names.
has been called the" umbering lion."
ith abnormally
feet and Milk




ow of a circus
him that when
young he could stand a his bead on a
galloping horse, holtli e on by the stir-
rup straps. He Is In tensely religious,
and, coriotte as It may seem. an Ameri-
can inisisitinary coil mod him. He
knows the Bible fro oorer to cover
and line a text for anei and every OCCa-
Mon. He Is a conetakt and excessive
lie Is 0 feet tall and
long legs, huge hand
mouth and chin. In
stolid. Ile ouCe outra
yards. In ids youth I
ful horseman. Ills ft
istu almost equaled
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( cm ii1, Lime,
I stimates and Plans made on all
kinds Of Itoil(li
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Will practice in the courts of ()bego-
tten and adjoining counties Office in
Seargeoit builnitire
HOPKINeVILLE. - - KY.







DR. WM. M. FUQUA,
SURGEON.
General and Special Office
ovei Planter's Bank, Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
ostGora,t11.7-
All curable disea•es succesatun) trailed
without the use ot dru ra le knife.
J .s. k:. Oldham, b. O.; Mrs. Lula E. Old-
ram, 1).0.; Mrs Joins K. oregorv, D. 0..
graduates American School of osteopathy.
eirksvine. Mo. Corner 14th and Lib,' ty




Sr. A. B. FICKEW formeely of Galt
House, Leeieville, barbershop, now has
charge of Hotel Latham barbershop.
Two clean towels to each customer.
Work done in first-class style. Come
and give us a trial.
Don't you want to
OWN YOUR
OWN HOME??
The South Kentucky Building
and Loan Association of Hop-
kinirville, Ky., will build you a
house on easy monthly pay-
ments For particulars apply to
Henry C:Cant, - Pres.
J E McPherson, Sec & Tree
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VAN Dili & EATON CO.
Monday-When Friends are Foes.
Tueeday-Acress the Trail.
Wednesday-A Tallow Oaudie.
Thursday-The Signal of Liberty.
Friday-Rip Van Winkle.
Saturday-Enemy to the Czar
Special Ohilaren'e Matinee Sat'day p m
EVERY PERFORMANCE CONTINUOUS,
Illustrated Song., Illustrated Dances,
Musical Lot', Venseope Pictures, &o.
will be Write:laced between the arts.
PRICES, I Oc, 20c. 30c•
Ladies free tickets will be given for the
opening performance. Seat sale opens
Saturday at Postal Telegraph office.
CLUETT PEABOCY & [a
MAKERS
Our Assortment of Underwear for Men
and Boys is Unequaled, See It.
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mcors sad 00174126114141 1.611A If ea) pert Owe oat
we repair It hen afeksega. Try it one mouth and
gig' .;;flidignitAftv'Tntrayreth...7211.9.7"kasliddrwrirlrilli tarescild;."Ptrfilli.rell.141'1
OUR RELIABILITY IS ESTABLISHED hav e
ask your
Beek. or 0..rn litchaage Nat. . or
$7 
e...rroaa Illooltaaave assat. Jaw Org. grew
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Why Not Buy Monuments
And Tombstones at Home,
Saving extra freight, agents' commiast
and have the best of work
Mir AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE NOCE..
You 'will:find yourself well paid by de















WASHINGTON, Dee. - By a novel
mode Dr. Talmage in his d
iscourse
shows how the world w id look afte
r it
has been redulutionized for good; 
text,
11 Peter 13, "A new earth. 
wherein
dwelleth righteousness."
Down in the struggle to make 
the
world better and happier we 
sowetim
get depressed with the obstac
les t
wvercorne and the work to be a
pllshed. Will It not be a tunic
inspiration to look at the w
will be when it has been br
to paradisaical condition
for a few moments tra
into the future and
ward In the centuri
in tts rescued a















ie planet. as I
st 411 want to see
as been thoroughly
I wrongs have been
1 want to come back.
me back. to lova upon
t consummation toward
have been on larger or
le toiling. Having beard
ing of the orchestra, on whose
some discords traveled. we will
to hear the last triumphant bar
the perfected oratorio. Having seen
-he picture ill the painter drew its first
' cratilatal upon canvas, we will want to
SOS it when It is as complete as Ru-
hens' "'Descent From the Cross" or
Michael Angelo's 'Last Judgment."
Having seen the world under the gleam
and hospitals, but accuracy in making
of the star of Bethlehem. we will want
and prudence in running machinery of
to see. it when. under the full shining
of the Sun of Righteousness, the tow- 
all sorts have almost abolished the list
en shall strike 12 at noon. 
I of casualties, aud sobriety and Indus-
There will be nothing in that coining try have nearly 
abolished pauperism,
century of the world's perfection to so 
that those buildings, which once
hinder our terrestrial visit. Our power were ho
spitals and almshouses, have
and velocity of locomotion will have be
en turned into beautiful homes for
been improved infinitely. It will not the less
 prospered. and if you will look
s'"----- take us long to come here. however far i
n you will see the poorest table has
off in God's universe heaven may be. abundance and 
the smallest wardrobe
The Bible declares that such visitation luxury and the har
p, waiting to have
Is going on now. "Are they not all its strings th
rummed, leaning against
ministering spirits sent forth to minis- 1 the piano, waiting for It
s keys to be
ter to those who shall be heirs of salve- I fingered. Tea, we h
ave on the shelves
Oen?" Surely the gates of heaven will of our free libraries the 
full story of
net be bolted after the world is Eden- i dispensaries, and cr
utches, and clinics,
bed. so as to hinder the redeemed from I and surgery, and what a 
time of suf-
descending for a tour of inspection and ' tering there must have been on
 those
congratulation and triumph. battlefields of Sedan and Gett
ysburg
Evils Overcome. and South Africa one or two 
hundred
You know with what interest we look Years ago-
upon ruins-ruins of Keuilworth castle, A New World Dorn.
mins of Melrose abbey. ruins of Rome, "Hospitals and almshouses must
eiltiliim of Pompeii. So this world in have been a necessity once, b
ut they
ruins is an enchantment to look at. but would be useless now. And you see
we want to see It when rebuilt. reple all the swamps have been drained. The
tared. retowered, reaitered, rteletlient- sewerage of the great towns has been
ed. The exact date of the world's ruor- perfected. And the world's climate
al restoration I cannot foretelL It is so improved that there are no pneu-
may be that through mighty awaken- monies to come out of the cold or
Inge It will take place in the middle of rheumatisime' out of the dampness or
the nearby twentieth century. It may fevers out of the heat. Consumptions
be at the opening of the twenty-first banished, pneutnonias banished, rinse-
century, but it would not be surprising theria banished. ophtlialrula banished,
If it took more than 100 years to cor- neuraigias banished. As near as 1
rect the ravages of sin which have can tell from what I have read, our
raged for 6,000 years. The chief tulle atmosphere of this century Is a min-
sionary and evangelistic enterprises gling of the two months of May and
were started in this century. and be October of the nineteenth century."
not dismayed if it takes a couple of And we believe what our escort says,
centuries to overcome evils that have for as we pass on we find health glow-
had full swing for 60 centuries. I Mg in every cheek, and beaming in
take no responsibility in saying on every eye, and springing in every step,
what page of the earthly calendar it and articulating in every utterance,
will roll in, but God's eternal veracity and you and I whisper to each other as
is sworn to it that it will roll in. and as our escort has his attention drawn to
the redeemed in heaven do as they some new sunrise upon the morning
Please and hare all the facilities of sky, and we say, each to the 
other:
transit from world to world you and I, "Who would believe that this is the
my hearer or reader, will come and world we lived in over a hundred years
look at what my text calls "A new ago? Look at those men and women
earth. wberein dwelleth righteousness." we pass on the road. How improved
I imagine that we are deacending at the human race! Such beauty! Such
that period of the world's complete strength! Such gracefulness! Such
gospalleatIon. There will be no peril geniality! Faces without the mark of
In Web a descent. Greet heights one sorrow! Cheeks that seem never
and depths have no alarm for glorified to have been wet by one tear! A race
spirits. 'We can come doe n through sublimated! A new world born:"
chasms between worlds a ithout grow- But I say to our escort: "Did all this
lug dizzy and across the spaces of half merely happen so? Are all the good
a universe without losing our way. here spontaneously good? How did
Down and farther down we come. As you get the old shipwrecked world
we approach this world we breathe the afloat again, out of the breakers into
perfume of illimitable gardens. Florall- the smooth seas?" "No, no," responds
station that in centuries pest was here our twenty-first century escort. "Do
sad there walled In. lest reckless and you see those towers? Those are the
dIsheinest hands pluck or despoil it, towers of churches, towers of reforma-
surges Its Wiley* of color across the tory institutiohs, towers of Christian
Mehl@ and up tbe hillsides, and that schools. Walk with me, and let us en-
which was destwt blossoms as the rose. ter some of these temples." We enter,
All tbe foreheads of crag crowned with and I find that the music is in the ma-
lignirees. the feet of the mountains slip- jor key, and none of it in the minor.
gond with Bowen. Oh. this perfume "Glotia in Excels's" rising above "Gio-
et the continents. this aroma of hem- ria In Excelsis." Tremolo stop In the
Ispberes! As we approach nearer and organ not SO much used as the trumpet
anger we bear songs and laughter stop. Moreof Ariel than of Naomi. More
and hosannas. but not one groan of chants than dirges.
distress. not one sob of bereavement, But I say to our twenty-first century
sot one clank of f tIg1111. • escort: "I cannot understand this.
Alighted on -,lie redeemed earth, we Have these worshiper, no sorrows, or
are first accosted oy the spirit of the have they forgotten their sorrows?"
twenty-first century. who esoposes to Our escort responds: "Sorrows! Why,
guide and 'show us all teat we desire to they had sorrows more than you could
see. Wnhout his guidance we would count, but by a divine illumination
lose our way, for the world is so Much that the eighteenth and nineteenth
changed from the time whep we lived centuries never enjoyed they under-
lie It. First of_all. be-vents out to us stand the uses of sorrow and are com-
abeedoned buildings. We forted with a supernatural condolence
ath this spirit of tbe twenty-tirst cen- such as previous centuries never expe-
tory. "What are those structures deuced."
'wham walls are falling down and Propbeer Feigned.
gates are rusted en tbe hinges?" I ask again of the interpreter, "Has
escort toes eg: *nage were once death been banished from tbe world?'
neeltentiaries tilled with offenders, but The answer is, "No; but peo
ple die
m crime of the world has died out now only wben the physical machi
nery
..g.en and anon gild fraud and eta. Is worn out and they realise It is time
'. tignee here quitted tee earth. people to go and that they are certainly and
--.1Imse...Sil they muse aad why should without doubt going into a world
- 00 appropriate 'the property of oth- where they will be infinitely better
An. ism If they had tbe desire? The off and are to live in a mansion that
1111101111"4". PIP antaaorok laie ouree• awaits their immediate occupancy."
-Min% nse Ishriesk the Mule Sahibs, "But how was all this effected?' I ask
gles ingeems..thiejtaudite an dead, or. our eseort. Answer: "By floods of goo-
* the psewer of the pel power. You who lived In the
religion. are now upright and nineteenth century never saw a re-
beneflessit am& useful. Prisons ore ideal of religion to be compared with
pit no mare nee In thts world evrnoll what occurred In the latter part of the
 twentieth and the eariy part of the
e a s 0 be born in a day'-that is, 10,000,000
twenty-first century. The prophecy
has been fulfilled that 'a nation shall
W • or 20,000,00e or 40,000,000 people con-
verted in 24 hours."
We have four oihinp. In& the filet Al you and I see in this terrestrial
visitation of the coming centuries that
the church has. under God. liCCOM-
ptiallied so much. we ask our escort, the
Mit* of the twenty-tirst century. tu
show us the different kinds of
churches. So we are taken In and out
of the churches of different denomina-
tions. and we find that they are just
as differeut in the twenty-Arst century
Chet. were different in the nine-
tem*, Voss we worshiped in dia.. :
as .. In them as to Use pot
_ IlliPOPM06. But we eater
.01".! :wt.". -•atit,ik,smereil;_sad it Is baptismal
Jiwe like candidata. tar
bewft. ligyperied. And ire
a IllOgrftim eh eck and OM• ,e
I
t !strict are' of liens, quality tbilth cell-
o love and be loved, thing 1 eve%. saw In 
our ninetse skillful,1
ur, t y, for the factoi les are wu anti the
is every woman s and the wueels that r t.uglues th
at
looms that clack aud Omen that were
rumble are driven by Jeered.
not a century ago dterywbere.
itoneete we fabrics Indicate a
and the Arm in thereTasohenaptr}iseosprcof
ii.nd the clerks at the
t.,o , auyn tai un gd ri Fe,
:eber,e1/7:nci.d.ae3b4). who brings the
y on his rounds
men at the door-
tebraanthe men who open the storeec'anudut
, tuo.rning, as well as those who
imoatil it at night, all look as if they
ewe satIste d amid well treated. No
'wallowing up ef small houses of mer-
right. To be beauti-
ful is impossible for
some women. To be bright-eyed, clear










bmai re sk aft sac hi 1 oe wy:
chandise by great houses. No ruinous
he adac h underselling uut il those In the same
' line are bankrupt anti then the prices
lifted. No unnecessary assignment to
defraud creditors. No overdrawing of
I accounts. No abscontlings. No sharp
practice. No snap judguieuts. But the
manufacturer right in his dealings
with the wholesaler, and the wholesal-
er with the customer. No purchasing
of goods that will never be paid for.
All right behind the counter. No repe-
tition of what Solomon describes when
he writes, "It Is naught, It is naught,
salth the buyer; but when he Is gone
, his way, then lie boasteth."
"But what is yonder row of build-
ings, majestic for architecture?' The
spirit of the twenty-first century says.
"Those are our legislative halls and
places of public trust, and, if you
would like lt, I will show you the po-
litical circles, the modes of preferment,
the styles of election, the character
of public men in this century." "Thank
you," I reply. "I can easily under-
stand how gospelization mould im-
prove individual life and social life
and commercial life, but I would like
t.o see what it can do for political life."
I







'sod had to be placed wider
oil Chloroform. I seed three
s Irefend bakes our last
Mother's
Friend
cal Discovery ' are beautifiers *designed
are health makers ments. It is
The " Favorite Prescrp!lemeorne women
tporecuserrie bael ldd fiostrigincrtlsyaftouitnpuiperep:crige 
uer
and takes from this dangfre troubled with
of its discomfort., Write debilitating
women of all agetelitInis of derangement
inflammation. It is a general
drains and other sarsystem but when such
of the feminine it is better to take the
tonic for the ye Discovery " in connee-
a tonic is tw-Favorite Prescription."
"Golden Mt Golden Medical Discovery
tion with ta for men and children as well
Dr Pie It is a most wonderful blood
is a niedid flesh builder It searches out
as wow' disease germs in the digestive
purial, blood and lungs and puts the
an body in e strong, healthy state.
fore purchasing medicine of any kind
is well to write to Dr. R. V. Pierce, at
uffalo, N Y., stating your symptoms. He
will diagnose your case and prescribe for
you free of charge. It may be that you
need both "Favorite Prescription' and
"Golden ,Medical Discovery," or you may
seed onlyt one. Possibly your case requires
something entirely different. Whatever
you need Dr. Pierce will tell you without
• cent of cost to you.
as piaces to be visited by curiosity
seekers, as further back In the annals
of time tourists visited the fortress
where the prisoner of Chinon was in-
carcerated, or Devil's island, where
Dreyfue endured four years of cruel-
ty."
After passing on amid columns and
statues erected in memory of those
who have been mighty for goodness in
the world's history, the highest and
the niost exquisitely sculptured those
in honor of such as have been most
effectual in saving life or improving
life rather than of those renowned
for destroying life, we come -upon an-
other group of buildings that must
have been transformed from their orig-
inal shape and adapted to other uses.
"What is all this?" we ask our escort





Waldo for every worns_n 'slut it did for the, the' sthems,..• 
_ ,
we
Difiesmota mother who writes the above itt:e7ea4 orNitig.ilosatotP, the .ti` sestrines oe
Ina Not to via I *snag Pregnant'? is the greatest oil:tempi? leftioners. And
mistake is be paid for is pain and suffemet; we go Into "'the MetiatiliaLliburch just
lother.'• Friend equips the patient with in time to sat (kiwi' at' a lode feast and
wept bo  sod clew jawed, yew, give atelible -A men" when the service
toro totoorta to te„eikt. mow , stirs us. ,ist .least 50 kinds of churches
dis enemies and allows them to tspansL 
in the twenty-first century, as there
whew. minim admen and nervousness. . inwercti: 150 different kinds of churches
k pods the organs ceoccrned in perfect "0 estinithrit _ut ththesp:wurelty -first een-
emention foe the final hour, so that the. actual tury, will you, not show us 'something
woof b abort am pracocAy Fabling. Das. of the commercial life of your time?'
goo of aim of bops imassi astoecteee He auswers, "Tomorrow I will show
avoided, and recovery re alaraly a nmatter a you all." And on the morrow he takes
us througt the greut marts of trade
a few days. and shows us the bargain makers and
ilswests sell fr•Mber's Friend for St bottle.
Tht lradflai le.galeter , AllerVe, Ga.
• Send for r fnee illsa raced
the shelves on whiell the goods lay OD
the tierces and hogsheads which of many tindeaouts. We cry 
alowl Lee Mention this paper when writing Dr. Kilmer
ese.,.• -use. i• sit eiseinest & CO., Binghamton, N. Y.
they are eontalued. I notice that tbe I 
the twenty-first century. "that I have
read about political chicanery and cor-
ruption of more than a hundred years
ago-the nineteenth century. In which
, you lived here-but the low political
:caucus has gone from the face of the
I earth,
 and the stuffed ballot box, and
the bribery by money and by promise
of office, and the jobs got through legis-
latures and congresses by lobbyists.
The last corrupt judge of election was
burled 50 years ago. the preacher offi-
ciating at the obsequies taking for his
text Proverbs x, 7, 'The name of the
wicked shall rot,' or Jeremiah xxil, lo.
, 'He shall be buried with the burial of
1 
an ass, drawn and cast forth beyo
nd
the gates of Jerusalem.'
"Our laws are good and well exe-
cuted. Men do not lu our century have
to wade chin deep through moral slush
In order to gain office."
End et infidelity.
As in company with our escort we
pass down from the heights on which
these buildings stand, I see a dis-
mounted cannon planted on the aide of
the bill, and I go to examine le and I
read tbe Inscription, cut In letters of
bronzt "This is the last gun that was
fired In the last battle of the last war
that will ever be fought. Presented
by the last regiment of war just before
disbanding. Glory to God in the high-
est, and on earth peace. good will to
men." Then I look up, and our escort
says: "Do you see that large structure
on our right? That was a fortress. but
now It Is a college, and instead of guns
aiming out of the portholes are looking
the students of a higher literature and
a wiser 'science and a grander civiliza-
tion than the world ever before imag-
ined. Aud those students are taught
by a professorate of men as renowned
for piety as for science. Archmolo-
gist's banduer and geologist's crow-
bar and chemist's laboratory and
explorer's journey have joined in
a confirmation of the truth of the
Holy Scriptures until there is not
an unaeliever in all the earth.
The astronomer through his telescope
has seen the Morning Star of the Re-
deenter. and the geologist has found
the Rook of Ages. and the geometri-
cian has demonstrated that heaven is
the city which aleth four square, and
the length and the breadth and the
height of It are equal.' "
"What!" I say to our escort. "No
skeptics? No infidels? No agnostics?"
ills reply is: "Absolutely none. The
last fool who 'said in hls heart there is
no God' was buried a halt century
ago without any liturgical service."
In response to my question as to
what had wrought all this change-
obliterated all the evil and fully in-
augurated all the good-our escort, the tion of Dissol
ved Sn'phur witn all its
spirit of the twenty-first century. tells1 medicieal and hygienic qualities
 retain-
me that gospelization had directly or
indirectly done it. It was a practical
gospel that had not only changed the
heart. but made the man honest-a
practical religion, which did not ex-
pend all its energy in singing "Fly
abroad. thou mighty gospel." but gave
something to make it fly.
Sin Obliterated.
The good work was helped on by the
fact that It became a general habit
among millionaires and multimillion-
aires to provide churches and schools
and institutions of mercy. not to be
built after the testators were dead,
but built so that they might be present
at Llte Laying oz Me cornerstone and at
the dedication and leave less induce-
ment for the heirs at law to prove in
orphans' court that when the testators
made their last will and testament
they were crazy. The telegraphic wires
in the air and the cables under the sea
thrill with Christian invitation. Pho-
nographs eharged with gospel ser-
mons stand iu every neighborbood.
The 5,000.000,000 of the world's inhab-
itants in that century are 5,000,000,000
disciples.
"But," I Kay to our escort, the spirit
of the twenty-first century. "you have
shown us much. But what about in-
ternational conditions? When we-lived
on earth, it Was a century that bled
with Marengo and (*belong and Lodi
Bridge and Lucknow and Solferino
and Leipsie awl Waiterloo and San
Juan." Our escort replies. "Come with
me to thls building of white marble
and glittering 'Ilene." As we pass up
SIR! OD We a re token a room where
the mightiest aud best m up-est-to:Dives
ef all nations are sissies'.!--d to settle
interoational coutroveren s. As we ea-
ter I heel- the preskUner °Chew 'welling
. . . .
eeen ' , : r 1.1 I .1• ' .
their tiro it...•..•.
(ion shall not Eft
ion. neither siotil ;:.
Bore." Qrestio.o:
;east nineteenth rentin y et-
rei anti Weedy:eel e•. .
and France wet e deceit:lig n s I A:
and Lorraine. as when ine Cities!
States and Spain were dee: less osi
cubs- such questions in t!..s xi.•
first century settled In tit,
one drcp of Ink doing lucre
coold have been et-courpLehtel Ly
Hier a Wed.
But we e: enot stay tang in this bell
of arbitre 'Ie.% for it is almost Dine for
us tO ret ra way heavenward.
This exia- tx.ist Noun end.
"But. I say to our escort, the spieit
of the toentytirst yerrary. nod yeti
anti I say I., each other. "we must go
house now. I,ack again to heaven. We
have staid Mug enough on this terres-
trial visit:ohm to see that all the beet
things foretold in tire Scriptures and
which we read during our earthly resi-
dence have come to pare.. and nll the
DavIdic, Molomonic and Pauldulan arid
Johannean prophesies have been ful
elled. and that the earth, Instead of
fag a ghastly failure. Is the mighti-
est success in the universe. A stur re-
deemed! A plat:et rescued! A world
eilland! it started with a garden. and
as going to close with a garden.
*Sleepiness that we could have
ola world after it was righted
e It burned, for its Intel nal
Ye nearly burned out to the
sweording to the geologist. mak-
Nilik Reny for the theologian te believe
the'oentlagration that the Bible pie
diets."
• The netvereal seals.
And now you and I have lett our es-
cort as we ascend, !or fake law of gray-
Itatioe has no Rower to detain neeita-
lug spirits. .lhe through immeusities
and by Atetiiir -mid lunar and eolari
spiendorentbkle lannot be described
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy isby mortal' toagne we rise higher and.
soon realized. It stands the highest for its
higher, till we reach the shinfug gate wonderful cures cf the most distressing cases
as it opens for oer return. and the and ts sold on its merits
questions greet us from it'll sides: b all druggists in fifty-
"What Is the news? NVhat led you '-ceynt and one-dollar si -
find 111 that eurthly tower? tVhat have as. You ma have za
;
tMu svor'e is of all the past ceuturiesi
%Vt. foetid your work was successful,
Whether tat earth you toiled with knit-
ting inesille. or mug a trdwel ou a ris-
ing wail. or nitrate a ShOe last, or en-
dowed a nuiversity. or ewayed a seep
ter; whether on earth gave a cup
of cold water iu the name of a disciple
or at some Pentecost preached 3.000
souls iuto the kingdom. in that world
v.e. have just visited the deeerts are all
alilouni and the wildernesses are bright
with fountains. Sin is extirpated.
Crime is reformed. Disease is cured.
The race is emancipated. 'The earth
IS full of the knowledge of God, as the
waters cover the sea.' 'The redeemed
of the Lord have come to Zion with
songs anti everlasting joy upou their
heads."The Lord God Omnipotent
reigneth. and the kingdoms of the
world have become the kingdoms of
oUr Lord Jesus Christ.' Let the harp
ers of heaven strike the glad tidings
front thestrings of their harps, and the
trumpeted; put them in the mouth of
their trumpets. arid the orchestras roll
them into the grand march of the eter-
nities. reel ell the eatiredral towers of
the great creilet1 of the univeree chime
them all over hen von."
And now 1 loek up and see the cast-
ing down et the bejeweled and radlaut
ertitt the sacred feet of the en-
throne.) ..leses. Missionary Carey Is
casting down before those feet the
croitu of Inii:a saved. Missionary Jud-
sole east:ire down the crown of Bur-
ma saved. Missionary Abeel casting
down the crowu of China saved, De-
vitt Liviugetoce casting down at those
feet the coma ef Africa saved, Mis-
sionare- !Induced casting down' the
erown of this eouptry's aborigines sav-
ed. Soule that went up from all the
'denominations in America in holy ri-
valry. seeking which could soonest cast
dewn the crown of this continent at
the Saviour's feet, and America saved.
But often you and I who were corn-
impious in that expedition from heaven
to earth. seated on the green bank of
the river that rolls through the pars-
•lise of God. will talk over the scenes
we witnessed in that vacation from
the skies In our terrestrial visitation.
Ivo who were early residents in the
nineteenth rectory. escorted by the
spirit of the twenty•first century. when
WitY what my text describes as "a
w earth, wherein dwelleth righteous-
ness." "Glory be to the Father and to
the Son and to the Holy Ghost. as it
sins in the beginning. Is now am! ever
seep tie yzseid without end. Amer.'
HIsMARCIVII I- oN NERVE
Was the result of his eplendld health
Iodomitsble will and tremenaous are
not found where stomach, Liver, Kid-
neys and Bowels are out of order. If
you want these qsalities and the PIIC•
coos they bring use Dr King's New Life
Pills. Th. y develop every power f
brain and body Only 25 cents at
L L Elgin's, C. K Wyly's.R. 0 Hard -
wick's, .T. 0 Cook's and A. P. Harness'
drug stores.
When you take cold nothing COMPS in
so useful as a bottle of Dr. Bell's Pine
Tar Honey Good for childzen ; good
fur everybody. A remedy you can al.
ways rely upon to care a cough, an at
tack of croup or other bronchial troubles.
Get a bottle to-day.
A WONDERFUL DISCOVERY.
Not only enrol, but it keeps well. Is
mid by an organised .company of re-
sponsible business men and has the en-
dorsement of thousands of Clergymen
and noted people throughout the
country. We speak of that wonderful
Instrument, Eivctropoise, and ask your
careful examination into the cures it
has wrought. Ool. A. P. Nunally, of
the Inter•Ocean, Chicago,: writes:
"Nearly three years experience with
Electsopoise only oonfirms the truth of
your claims. I say to my friends that
this instrument is a moet-Wonderful in-
vention, and I would not part with
mine if I :mid not get another." Send
address for our book giving letters from
people who have been cured by Elate
tropoise. ELEOTROPOISK CO., 513
Fourth Avenue, Logisville. Ky.
Sulphur is I no so to the medical pro-
fession as an invaluable therapeutic
agent in all blot d and skin diseases.
Littell's Lignio Sulphur is a clear solu-
ed. Littell's Lonna Sulphur Remedies
will cnre any skin disease on earth.
Slope Itching Instantly, whether caused
from Prickly Heat, Hives, Nettle Rash,
Poison Ivy, Bite, Sting or the moat ag-
gravated case of ekin disease. For sale
by Anderson & Fowler, druggists, Ho-
tel Latham. wit
PUBLIC SALE.
To settle the partnership of Massie &
Gunter we will on THURSDAY, DEO
14, '99, on the farm of W. G. Massie, 6
miles from Hopkinsville, on the Rus-
sellville road, sell at public auction the
following property : 4 head of good
work mules, 1 good mare, 2 Jersey cows.
binder, cultivator, plows, harness, all
kinds of agricultural implements.
M eSSIE & GUNTER.
White girl wanted
for general housework
in family of two. In-
quire at 9th St. Meat
Market.
•
TWO FARMS FOR SALE.
We have in our hands for vale twi
South Christian farms cheap and o
reasonable terms.
1. A farm near Beverly, Kentucky
containing 25.5 acres, with comfortable
improvements. Same farm on which
R. T. Moore resides and which former-
ly belonged to him.
2 A farm near Garrettaburg. Ky ,
rsantaining 112 acret-fair improve-
ments-good neighborhood-the T. S.
Rives' farm.
HUNTER WOOD & SON.
MONEY TO LOAN-On good reel
eist-s• 'tray. Apply to
HUNTIR WOOD & Ros
Where He Made His Money.
"Do you make much out of your ap-
ples?" asked the visitor.
"Oh, pretty considerable," answered
the farmer; "but I've got a son up in
the town who makes more out of the
apples tn a month than I make the
whole season."
"A farmer, is he?"
"No; he's a doctor. I'm talking




Unhealthy Kidneys Make Impure Blood.
All the blood in your body passes through
your kidneys once every three minutes.
The kidneys are your
blood purifiers. they fil-
ter out the waste or
impurities in the blood.
If they are sick or out
of order, they fall to do
their work.
Pains. achesand rheu-
matism come from ex-
cess of uric acid in the
blood, due to neglected
kidney trouble.
Kidney trouble causes quick or unsteady
heart beats, and makes one feel as though
they had heart trouble. because the heart is
over-working in pumping thick, kidney-
poisoned blood through veins and arteries.
It used to be considered that only urinary
troubles were to be traced to the kidneys,
but now modern science proves that nearly
all constitutional dieeases have their begin-
ning ip kidney trouble.
If you are tick you can make no mistake
lot first doctoring your kidneys. The mild
slid the extraordinary effect of Dr. Kilmer's
you to report lu title 'city of the erin?“.1 'sample bottler ey •
rieophetie, apoatolic. [saintly inquiry. free. also pamphlet telling you how to find
end, standing on the steps of the house ; out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
It's the Lame Leg
tut ties Vie 1.3,-e. A ci: t1 ill no
strougrt Woo huh. For
weak spot, seom big
becaula thsy hurt, ire
Johnson's deli:Woes, Pizste,s.
In Pit's risme,. tley "suck out"
the 'so .ri :es a ; Look f
the Rol %ie.. 14 othe s bear that
, P in ..r.e,1! 'ace + plus.
JOHNSON & a !ANSON.
illuonfacturlag Chettens, New York.
tberww0•40 lesedelaingelestoegs
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood, Jr
HUNTER WOOD & SON.
Attorneys-at-Law.













to use. Contains no
Injurioes drug.
It is quickly absorb.




flammation. Heals COLD H EA
and protects the idetilbraue. Restorea the
Senses of Taste and Lat ge 4Ise 50
cents at druggist* or by mart; Trial size 10
cents by mstl.
EI.Y ittunaiER8. 56, Warren Ht., New
York
wiheambewaltrail
anything you invent or improve; &so get
CeVEAT.TRADE-MARK. COPYRIGHT or DESIGN
PROTECTION. Send model, &ketch, or photo.
for free ezamination and adtice.
FREI. No Atty's
fee before patent.BOOK ON PATENTS
C. A W & CO.




cured at Mime with-
out pain Book of tar-
ticulars sent Fn
DR B. IA WOOLLEY O.,
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No.861 Arrives at opkinsvilie, 9:Sr) a m
No. NS Arrives at Hopkinsville. 4:10 p. m.
No. Irn Arrives at Hopkinsviiie, tem p
K. M. SgsitWOOD, Agt
Ky
W. A. Kgraento, A. G. P. A.,
Ky
L. & N Time Table.
SOUTH BOUND
No. 55 Accom'dation departs...6 :15 a ix
" 58 Fast line  " 6:00an
" 51 Mail ... " 6:27 p n
" 91 New Orleans lim. " 12 :08 a a
NORTH BOUND.
52 Chicago and Ss. Louis lim. 9:45 a n
56:Accommodation, arrival 8 :80 p a
Da Mail   9:83 p
54 Past line  10:94 p u
yrNnivism seem:me in
it for you.H ...Starting Reysent tree.lif ou can make • splendid
Hypnotizer at once. Address Id. Young.
SW Henry St.. Brooklyn. N. Y.
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
Clem. aod beaut.fide tho
Promoted • urent growth.
Hever Palle to Restore Orag
Hair to Da Youthful Color.
ClIreo iralp dinners It hair fallusg.
aad 'Wet
Calebeniar's Raabe/ Disammi Wren&
NNYROYAL PILLS
1144gbesd @col Only Hen alma
we, Morays reliable. LAireIll
=mid la Red and Geed
Rapene Dia
ma isnot Ira Mae Abbas. Take
&Mb, lanai Dnestile.
Oblelles•seneamiLfttith"ej"'!""""W‘Onabsidel"'"";.‘""".. nip"d






telling how to prepare delicate
and delicious dishes.
Address 1.1elitg 0. Boa New York
Don't you want to
OWN YOUR
OWN HOME??
The South Kentucky Building
and Loan Assoreation of Hop-
kineville, Ky., will build you a
howie on easy monthly pay-
ments. For particulars apply to
Henry C:Cant, - Pres.
J E McPherson. Sec & Tres
$1.98 BUYS A $3.50 SUn
Ikeetg (ELSIDIATSIP •• lata 1. 1101 I ' ISM itLa
IMAT ASO ISIS. 111,61 LA Si. :to Rail 1 *O.
PIEUS ISIS PASTS he Ile AT $
A SUIT raft Ng APO' Di THESE SUITS
NNIOI SIP T Stn,tATITIACTOST
SENO NO MONEY, we One ad. wee anti-end to us. nate age el bay and say a healer
large or *mall forage and we a 111 vend you
he suit by 1/14pr•••, 4'. . D. ettbdect to
antination. Yew eau ezsnebee It at your
expree• °Tee and found PerfectlY tat"
factory and meal le wane mad le year lama hw
Ss. SO jay yourez press agent owe epeeist
Oder Pelee, 101.110, •nd expert. charge,
TIME RINI PANTSUITS are for bo) a 4 4.>
Is ear. or age MN are retailed reerpatere at
NI. N. Dade with DM ILI SIAS see SUMS,
linen 1600 style as Illenrated. made Pau •
•Pmlei amity welted. wear tabling, ell•vreel
114aelee famlmere, neat. hand.. me pattern,
Sne Italian lining. omen. liesides letorlieleg, paddle&
Napo. sed relaisreing, re Item amiss. See taller ate&
th=reet.a melt any bey a. parent s eald lee pre
en et.
1111111 rtOTIN SAMPLES a &Is' lelhitag lb, bet. to
III TILES, mese foe Sangie Seek contains rash n.n
platee. tape metteure•nd fu II Instructions h.,. to, nrgler
Ilea% Paella made tie were, Mesa K.** lig. haus
pie. sent free on application. Addrem.
SEARS, ROEBUCK A CO. fine.), Chicago,
treese, Sesame& G. are tlerangiely rodiabla-latitieb)
TRUSSES, 65c, 9121..A1111
We are sell tin very Sweet Wanes safe
St VeCTOIST MI. teem than one third
Ng STD re IT 1111 TJA. Ma/
the krt.,* charted by othe2 and WI
whet r you wee our ON Fre Trues or our • . 11111•
Tan Itemedins Menlo tram, Illustrated above, cut this
ad. out and vend to me with Pt snow. MACS aimed,
Ida,* Tda.r 11•110d, W•Iltal. ale, how long you have beenruptureo, whether rupture l• large or ss..n..a. stale
number Inches around the body on • line with On
rupture. say whether rupture la on nicht or left gide,
and we will wend either truss to you with the under
needing. If Se eel • prrepel St and meal tit 1/1•1••• ins(
retail Intim* doses ear prier, you ran return It and we
writ return your money.
WRITE FOR FREE TRUSS CATALOGUE
ist lemma including the $10.00 Loa Toes. ee 7g
Mai loiree alerest *Sy ea.. sed whirl. Ire. NU ref •4
address SEARS, ROEBUCK & Co. CHICAGO
BOX RAIN CO$A2.175$ 2 .15 
git:r.sA5,,n,w:T.E,itnd
nd ',me t.4 us,SENO NO. MONEY,. rut :
I. ad ou.t
MM. mend bed at bee Mises sso •
""c'wY"Tout.w5.151Fotillay'o."...u"1"..t.h 1:45eoe:tlisy ea p7seitd,
am...,..inepi...any.d arm...2,:oiteda.mS)b...a...mour ne.ea:.nst.,Lyt
se represented end the moat lesolereal
engem he say met ye. en. bey ser
Mt tls't raIT.PUR"i27;14 tin:
Mader velee•apaallar, ban Plaid "lag.






w. P. triunes, V. 8. 1.3110111.'
Winfrtie & Knight,
Real iEstate.
Tha seaeon of the year when peopl
! want to eay real estate is at hand, an
! we invite those who want to buy or
I to consult this column.
We have exceSlent facilities for con
ducting the business and will advert'
property put into our hands free o
charge, stud will tarnish prospectiv
customers 0011110,yanCe GO li3Ok at prop
arty without cost to them. Come. to
us if you want to sell, it costs you u
ing if you fail.
We have the following Florida ej,,
that we will sell at Iiiw price or ex
change for farming land in thus sestiou
861 acres in Pasco couuty, 120 acres I
eat" county. 200 acres in 
Bertrand
county and 160 acres in Hillebero coten
TY. One of the above tracts is 
iteavet
timbered with the' timed yellow pin
and another is heavily titubered wit
the pine from which they make Moe
tiue. For further deacription, etc.,
UP.
Stock of goods, store house and resi
deoce for sale at good towu on L. & N
it R. First-class paying basins's, uic
location, good neighbothood, church
tied schools coil/cement, resideuce
ro Illa, water works and modern im
prevenients, ten screw of. umee grouu
with reeidence, good reasons/or sellIng
No. 1 residence on South Main Street
2 stories, 7 rooms, servants room, cis
tern, good stable, fine shade trees,
80 by 200 feet to alley, close to buoin
slid very desirable.
Reeidence, 6 MOMS, stable,. carriAIT
house and all necessary outbuildin
good cistern and orchard. Two acres o
land a joining South Kentucky College
$1.600. Will sell this place at low pric
and on easy terms.
Elegant two story reeldence on oor
ner of 14th and Campbell street'', front
b2S, feet on Otatiptell street by 1S5 fee
to alley, house has 8 rooms and ail n
oesaary outbuildings, nice 'shade treesir
fine garien and grape arbor.
Well improved suburban place wit
16 scree of ground, honee rooms, g
enstern, stable, poultry bouse. carringe
'peas, milk house, rto., everything ip
good repair. Oomplete eet of terming
implements go with the place
Good farm 223 acres, on neaten
read, 7 miles from Hopkineville and
mile* from Pembroke, good two-sto
brick dwelling, 6 rooms, good well,
large DPW barns, stables and grain
This farm will be sold at a low prt
and on easy terms.
Large two-story house and two ac
of ground fronting on first street a
dinning back to the river.
135 acres of land 6 miles from to
near Princeton road, dwelling, two
beer° barns and other out buildiv
price $5 per acre.
Good residence on corner of Main a d
1st streets, fronting 60 feet on Main
200 feet deep. House has six reo ,
vood cistern, stable and necessary o t-
buildings. For sale.
The Lindsays' Mill prop Try, embr
mg a burr mill for pied's/ th
end wheat, two good residences, t u
oreterne and all necessary ot.thuildings
and 30 acres of laud, situated on Little
River, on a line between Christian it I!
Trigg counties, near Pee Dee, Ky T lir
property will be eoid at a low price g
on reasonable terms.
House and lot ou 17th street, in
neighborhood and close to -basin s,
price $600.
A fine tract of river bottom land
naiad on west bank Cumber:and ri
about three miles below Canton, Tr
eounty, Ky., and containing 620
This property has five good ten
houses and five good barns and ciste
This land will be solo either as • w
or in tracts to suit purchaser and a
low price and on reasonable terms.
oner• olive on,
Iraprt:eteuent in processes does n
1 . tows spell programs, it appears,
I the.antroduction of Machinery into th
olive districts of Italy has caused
increase of the qualitity of oil produce
but a reducton of quality, as far as t
best grades are concerned. A tYPic
provincel is Taranto, where machiner
has effected very considerable change
in the olive oil. Under the old sys
tem three or more distinct quklities
oil were produced, the olives bel
passed and repassed several time
through hand-worked presses, eac
time producing an oil of poorer qual
ity.t\ When no more oil could be ex
tracted in this way the "sense" or
"grounds" was treated with sulphuric
acid to produce an inferier oil, which
is sed in the manufacture of soap.
T Introduction of , the hydraulic
ss, however, has done away with






60 sores of fine land just outside 1)-
gate on Palmyra road. $65 per acre
Farm of 107 acres of good land
miles northwest of Hopkinaville, in
neighborhood. Land in good condit n,
✓ood dwelling, five moms, smoke ho ft,
stablee, barn. etc. A bargain at $1,
50 acres of rich land just outside he
city limits, well watered and fen
Will be sold at a bargain.
Nice house and lot on West 19th st.
Price WO.
8 tracts of land near Bennettstown,
shout 300 scree: Will be converted Into
2 or 8 tracts Sold on easy terms.
House and lot on 8rd street in Hop-
kiusville, Ky near public school bedd-
ing. Price $750.
House and lot on corner of Broad and
Thompeon streets. Hopkinsville Ky.
Price $600.
A nice cottage on 4th St., four rooms
and kitchen, porch, good out-houses and
cistern, price $s00.
Oottage on 3rd St., "cheap," at $600.
Good oottage on Broad and Thompson
Ste , four rooms, good cistern lied out-
buildings, large lot, price 0400.
Two good residence tote on Maid gt.
in Hopkinsville, well located. The on-
ly vacant lots on West side of Meiri St.
for sale at a low price. 1.
200 acres of land between Nettle/rill,
road and L. & N. R. R. at Caeky. Will
be sold at • bargain.
Elegant lot 80x400 fr. on Jesup ave-
nue. Good home wtth 4 large rooms, 2
porohes, cistern outbuilding., stride
and front trees, Price $1,400.
An elegant farm of 116 acres of land.
on good public road, in oue of the beet
neighborhoods in South Christian, con-
venient to poetoffice, schools and
churches, in a high state of cultivilltion.
good dwelling 6 rooms and ha:10' one
large tobacco barn, good stables and
oow houses, 2 new cabins, smoke Mum,
hen house, buggy house, new wire
fence, nice young orchard, grapey, rasp-
berries aud strawberries. plenty o od•
ter, very deeirable, will he cold heap
end on easy terms.
House and lot 60:200 feet on ad
street. House with 4 Monis, porc , (as-
tern and outbuildings. Price $1,
House and lot on Second street 24)(i
feet. House has 7 rooms, porch, tern
and outbuildidgs. Price $1,200.
Some beautiful vacant lots on 'alma
street.
ice house and lot on 13m:1  treet
ten0.
400 acres of desirable barmiest 1
Montgomery county, Tenn., b
timbered, 10 miles from Howell
Price $5.00 per acre.
Some of the most desirable p rts
in Hopionaville, froeting 167 f t el,
Main street, suitable for either b eth..- •
or residence property.
Fine farm of 2h5 acres in ne
hood of Howell, Ky., at a great b
Good farm of 265 acres of land
mile of Howell, Ky. \
155 acres of land near (J1 viU.
pike, 3 miles from Hopkinsvill See
per acre. Very desireame.
Good 300 acre farm eitse to Me tioni-
ery, Trigg comity, Ky. 2 dere] e ge, ice
house, barn, stables, good outtanieinge.
3 ponds, young orchard, 50 acres sf tim-
ber. Very desirable farm seri well
locatcd at a bargain.
Very desirable sut or' res denote
house two stories, 8 roemirenew ud
good repair, about 7 acres of
outside the city limits on ore of t b
streets.
New 5 room house and 2 lots 19 I.
street, good cistern, stable and 11 ile•
 y outbuildings. Price f both
$1,000
House and lot on Brown Se mine
bly located. Price $800
A two story oottage on South Camp-
bell St , lot 70xI8.5ss feet,tivo rooms,
rocm, dining room, kitch loek
room and four porches, on first floor:
sour bed rooms, two lumber roo s and
a sewing room; on second floc ; else
splendid dry cellar 18114 feet wi brick
w,d floor, good cietten,coa houee,
meat house, kindling house and ervart
house. TERMS-One third esti ,
anee in four equal anneal pit ente,
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tity of oil is produced, but ee quality{
"IWOtaken as a whole, deteriorates, and the fib,
higher class of eating oil can only be
obtained by repeated filtration. Though
the oil iirodured in this way is excellent
in color and appearance, after con-
tinual straining it loses much of its Ile- *i
vor amid lacks the fruity taste which
distingu,shes the best 611 produced by
the oItl method of extraction.-The
Merchants' Review.
In Washing Paint
don't scrub it and
wear off the sur-





you will be pleased
with the results and
Surprised at the
saving in labor.
bawl for tree booklet-. Golden 111,1441
"
Tiff N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
tbkate M. Lieu 1444/T4rk Basun
•
IMEAUMATISPit C1:1116 IN A DAY.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheauniatism and
Nturaight radically ogres it in from 1
to 3 days. Its action upon the system
is remarkable and mysterione It is -
moves at once the cense and the disease
immediately disappears The first dose
greatly betted e. 75 eei:ta. Sold by R.
0 Hardwick. druggist, Hopkineville.
a22,3m
41.
VOLCANIC it litTP 1101th
Are grand, but Sitio Ereptions rob
life of jsy, Bucklen's Arnica Salve
cures them, also Old, Running and Fee.
et. Sores, Ulcers, Boils, Felons, Corse,
Warts, Outs, Bruises, Burnie Scalds,
Chaim d fiends, Chilblains Best Pile
cure on earth 'Drives out Pains and
Aches. Only 25c a box CUPP guaranteed.
SolcYby L L Elgio, O. K Wyly. R O.
Hardwick, J. 0. Oook end- A P. Rev-
ises-, druggists.
Dros.Larde In France.
Dr... Laborde, a French physician, in
a brochure on the subject, declares
that, unless measures are taken at once
to:prevent it, the French working class
in a few years will become habitual
drunkards.
40- a




pre-batched. Only a few
and only a few days at 'this
mire. Be .quick arid get
me to improve yeur chick•
ens. CARL C. MPORE,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
This preperation stiands unequaled as
a complexion bestatitler. Removes
freckles, tan, pimples and unnatural
rednees of fosse and hand.. Litton',
Liquid Sulphur Ointment is entirely
free from potions and disagreeable
etiors. Littell's L;quid Sulphur Oint-
ment is an invaluable remedy in the
treatment of all skin chemises, dpen
sores, rhafed parte, burns, scalds aud is
especisily recommeeded foe use after
.heving. It is soothing, antiseptic and
healing. For sale by Anderson &
iPts w It r, druggists, Hotel Latham. wtf
Portable hooses are ands la thIll
country for shipment to Veasenela.
Pour handy loci can la Rine Isms
erect one of the domiciles,
• 
TO ACCOMMODATE those who are par
vial to the use atomizoo in applyi
iriuutri into the nasal passages for
arrhei troubles, the proprietors prep
pi3•6 Liquid Cream Balm. Pnce
evading the 4praying tube D 75 °en
Jrugguits or by snail The liquid
eodies the medicinal properties Off
aidid preparation. Cream Balm is
4 absorbed by the membrane ar
sot dry an the secretions but chan
them te a natural and healthy chars
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Correct in style and fit Made of White's
best Box (.;alf. Solid leather counters.
Doubld Scoteh soles.. Good year welt.
Leather lined. New Etigiish Coin and
Plain Common St nse T4.o Hub Goring
Lace and Plain Making altogether the
most comfortable and desirable boot ever
shown on this market We are sole agents
for this bootee.
L T. Wall & Co
istrgnowetz vitEIRES
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. area rheumatism awl 'nurse •
Ttitit HES THE SPOT. At all d
& Garner's ild ticose , ,aiss •
;ft• f
6)
Litters L'quid Sulphur Soap red
is tninia um the danger of contrac
emtegions disease. For tee toilet
'an) it is without an tqual It Hra
y acquiriug first place in the favor
al 'she use it 11.4 au ineomparable s
sg asap. 10 Cents. For sale by
srsoo & Fowler, druggists, Hotel
14E12. SS If
worattOf Presents.
For 54.10 worth of work, we are gills
kt ay WitiChrio Bicycles, Sewing M
Liao. std, rte, to introduce in
Apr Pastime, a high class illustrai
per of from 16 to SI large peace ;
o 121 chice Good geodes, Liters.
rt, Humor. Letters°. Travel in F
. Latins, &o, and all you have to
eet $2 worth of presents ts SO gel
ii • serve-re at 10e each Bend 10e
tni e r particul: re, long HOS
.1 .1. 41/0411 Our paper, Pastime to
-.is the. Ardress the Pastime
insvite. Ky.
Would Ap;s4 to Either.
"Ala," she would exclaim, as she 1
aside the little volume with the era
quilt cover, "it is so full cf held
meaning. It is written in such see
ing mystery and yet is so clear a
simple once you understand it." H
brother looted et her for a minute a
then asked: '"What are you taiki
abeut? A piece of poetry or a docto
prescription?"-:-Washington Star.
treerneetts leads en to serious ire
tion of the throat, and may end i
reeking, resting canals Dr. /3511's P
Tar Honey wilt quickly clear the thr
and leave, the ve-o, Cli.ar'atiti smooth
is au la!zilmblt• remedy for rentals a





prartice in the onuAs of in
'inn and a' toning counties. OM
eesrie
HOPKINSVILLE, - - K
R. F. McDANIEL
P ysician and Surgeo
TE




. D.. 444rer44 le rt. ,
examine Knit tr. It
seloatiou 1 oil eau I
in, as your neare.d
tune a An -e and I
If found Perg."411 I 1lAr. A. B. MOM., formerly ofretlatatl ory, ea- !
add,' Tr 0 ., iii,t1'w, 14%-evitoriese teretweehen, 
nowry
TM Tols Two clean towels to each cost
luvirm ' ethane of liot-i Latir.tm barber
Pew or beetny ,„, the egg Work done in first-clefs style.
1".""*(ii and 
give us a trial.
111,1 t•tPre•ii -........._.
rherre- c•rail ,
one au LIMO oh..
Armee will a‘ontee 1.0 SO III 1
This Ciresiess Ca 6' w" I.". :V' frr'l SI








fln• Thlbot , hos vt'S littangd
-)110,7,ta211.0 CKairtgarOrAStiatha il
*Abele 'At'. 'barn '," won. free I leak esialeiree.
ceiteopa,tin.
ji At r I I. titiltd.1 ebudasel:oe!id.:.; 1,u) e*r slim: en1 iel
root. P,0.eMrs. rote. F.. on.eor
Ariserfean Nee of
ksvilie, No. Cornvr ilth and










No other line-ever approached them iu this city.
Our imtueuse stock of Furs, Jackets, Oolf Capes
and Ladies READY-MADE stirs. Shirts and
Waists enables us to offer you better eelections
St)les, Colors and Priree. MILLINFRY-
Re member we sell Hats, etc., cheap, r than our
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gether is wnat you get
the New Werner Editiot
of the ENCYCLOPa'.i.
BRITANN1CA. The f
contained therein are .-
able,the statements luth.




quickly, and you • '
Fon it, for even the courts do not question. 'I., ,••
-.111ts. You can secure the entire set, ..
hilly superb octavo volumes, of the
Encyclopedia Britan&..1.
for One Dollar Casb
17.! the balance in small monthly payments.
r':)/? SALE BY
HOPPER BROS. Main Street.
A Woman Who Loves To
Entertain
her friends alwais strives te 
Ma-.
kW, dining room am handsome 
and
ttraetive a. possible, and she now.
she- ego fiud the handsomest 
farm
tore in rich biffete, Anne elomets 
an I
dining chairs sud tables for 
the least
money in our comoieheneive 
and
varied mtock of fine futnil urn; hi 
the
latest ertietio styles and ah•p-s.
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